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MEMORANDUM     January 18, 2019 

   
  TO:  Mayor and City Council 

  FROM: Matthew J. Dixon, City Manager 

  RE:  January 25, 2019 Strategic Planning Retreat 

   

 

High performing, successful organizations, whether we are talking about a professional sports team, a small 

family owned business, or a major international corporation have one thing in common; They know why 

they exist (mission), they have a clear understanding of where they are going (vision), and they work hard 

holding each other accountable for their individual roles and responsibilities as they track their progress. 

These organizations don’t leave success to chance. They work hard setting goals and objectives that are 

well defined, challenging and will drive organizational progress.  

As elected officials and leaders of the multi-million dollar corporation known as South Ogden City, it is 

important that you too understand and implement a disciplined, strategic process, if you want to maximize 

the efficiency, effectiveness of the organization’s progress and if you want to move the city forward in 

meaningful ways. This strategic process needs to be deliberate, clear, and inclusive of the varying needs of 

both internal and external stakeholders that depend on our success.  

The annual Strategic Planning Retreat is your opportunity, with input and coordination from department 

directors, to revisit the organization’s mission (why we exist), vision (where we want to go) and values 

(how we work to accomplish our vision). The annual retreat is your opportunity to talk broadly about the 

general direction of the organization and where you want to see the organization go over the next 1-10 

years. Are we on the right course? Are there things we need to start doing? Are there things we need to stop 

doing? Do we have stakeholders that we are neglecting? How can we improve our ability to get things 

done? Where should we spend our time and efforts in the coming years to be sure we maximize our ability 

to improve the quality of life for those who depend on us? These are only a few of the valuable questions to 

be asking ourselves during our time together at the retreat. 

As your city manager I respectfully ask that you consider the significance of the time we’ll spend together 

during the retreat and come prepared to share, debate, agree, disagree (respectfully of course), and really 
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work hard with your fellow elected officials and staff to establish the goals and objectives this organization 

needs to continue moving us forward.  

This packet is meant to provide you with as much information as we can to be sure you have what you need 

to come the retreat prepared and ready to go. Below is a list of the information in your packet with links to 

the respective parts of the packet for ease of navigation. As always, please contact me if you have questions 

or if there is some additional information I can provide you.  

 South Ogden City’s Strategic Planning Process. These slides show the process the city has used 

for several years to think and act strategically about our approach to providing services to our many 

stakeholders. 

 South Ogden City’s Performance Metrics.  This report provides you with a summary of some of 

the critical performance data (outputs) the various departments utilize on a regular basis to manage 

their departments. The data can be useful in identifying trends in the various services we provide as 

an organization that may require that we ask ourselves questions about a certain service area. 

 Community Survey Report.  The results of the 2018 Survey can help us understand how many of 

our stakeholders perceive the value of the services we provide as an organization. This information 

can also help us see where we may need to improve as an organization. 

 Department Annual Reports.  I’ve included copies of the annual reports from each department in 

the event that you may want to remind yourselves of some of the individual department’s needs, 

etc. 

o Finance 

o Fire 

o Court, IT, HR 

o Parks and Recreation 

o Police 

o Public Works 

 Strategic Plan.  This report shows the current Strategic Plan. The plan lists the city’s many 

Stakeholders and stakeholders and their needs. It also includes the city’s mission, vision and values 

statements. The plan identifies the council’s broadly defined Strategic Directives and the goals and 

action plans currently under each of the Directives. This will be where we spend the bulk of our 

time during the retreat. We will be making sure there is agreement on the city’s mission, vision and 

values and well as the Strategic Directives. We will then work hard to draft the goals we want to 

accomplish as an organization over the next 12-36 months.   
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Formula for Success

• Think Strategically
• Know who we are and what we want to become
• Formulate Clear Strategic Directives
• Develop a Plan 
• Execute the Plan
• Track progress and hold each other accountable
• Review and amend the Plan as needed
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Strategic Planning Cycle

Execute:
Performance 

Metrics, Track 
Progress 

Align: Est. Strategic 
Directives, Goals & 

Action Plans

Review:
Performance 
Evaluations,  

Accountability

Focus: Mission, 
Vision, Values, 

Public Perception, 
Benchmark Data,

“S. Ogden is dedicated 
to preserving & 

enhancing quality of 
life & professionally 

meeting the 
expectations of 

residents, businesses, 
employees & visitors.”
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Council Report
2018 Citizen Feedback survey
October 24, 2018 2:31 PM MDT

Q33 - Would you recommend our City to your friends and family as a place to work and

live?

 Definitely yes  Probably yes  Might or might not  Probably not  Definitely not

51%, 133
Definitely yes

34%, 88
Probably yes

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field Excellent Good Average Poor Terrible Total

1 Definitely yes 42.72% 44 36.89% 38 17.48% 18 2.91% 3 0.00% 0 103

2 Probably yes 15.00% 9 58.33% 35 20.00% 12 6.67% 4 0.00% 0 60

3 Might or might not 13.33% 2 40.00% 6 46.67% 7 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 15

4 Probably not 0.00% 0 20.00% 1 60.00% 3 20.00% 1 0.00% 0 5

5 Definitely not 25.00% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 25.00% 1 50.00% 2 4



Q39 - Where would you like the South Ogden City Council to focus more of their efforts in

the upcoming year?

Where would you like the South Ogden City Council to focus more of their ef...

I would like the City Council to focus on cutting taxes and fixing the budget. They continually raise taxes on us, and all we hear from them is "there isn't
money in the budget" for this and that.

Schools

Road and sidewalk maintenance

Sidewalks in neighborhoods that dont have them, speed signs in neighborhoods with higher traffic, cleaning up the area where club heights used to
be( its full of trash people think they can dump there now and the parking lot area is falling apart...its a school bus stop and needs to be safe!), cleaning
up club heights park and making it feel safe again. Put in a working light so it's not so dark and wont attract people looking for a place to hide

Roads and sidewalk repair.

Fixing the roads. So many of the roads are crumbled down to the dirt below. It's embarrassing how terrible our roads are.

Blight properties and their owners

The city should try to recruitIt another supermarket in South Ogden. Perhaps a Harmons.

road repair

Growth, Road repairs/Conditions, Park, Recreation

I would like to see the council be more proactive in taking the necessary time to communicate with and make plans with it's own Citizens. I would also
like to see the council work harder to support our current services like the Senior Citizens Center and nearby children's park, instead of trying to sell
them off to fund a new park in someone else's neighborhood.

Get the proposed pickle ball courts going under construction ASAP.

The cost of the city utility bills are up and our roads are in bad shape. We have lived here now for 13 years and our roads have taken a back seat for to
long.

Road repairs

Road repair

Roads

Side streets, I understand I live in a cul-de-sac and we are low priority. But I have lived here 11 years and the road has never been repaved or patched.
We now have sink holes starting and it is getting really bad. Please pay attention to us for once!

Tnaxes and roads



Don’t make the older part of South Ogden a business district . Please fix 36th street so the UTA can stop going 40 up and down Bel Mar Dr where I live.
Last, there’s no reason the parades in summer time should be on that weird street . Move them back to 40th where all of south Ogden could fit, all of
the traffic could get to and from. Looks like they moved it to accommodate the few that could observe the parade from their decks .

City beautification and public safety.

Roads, traffic congestion, more business recruitment to strengthen our tax base

I think the council should focus on infrastructure and making sure that the spending is needed and the amounts are appropriate for the items being
purchased.

Budget

More fiscal responsibility Trimming costs out of the budget Sharing services with nearby communities

Get roads fixed and sidewalks put in where there are none.

Notices to help residents recycle correctly. Support recycling. Convince local businesses to abandon plastic bags and we can all use "South Ogden
grocery bags!" Do not raise home taxes again in 2019.

Road repairs

Traffic flow.

lower property taxes

Reducing costs. My monthly utility fees have increased 50% over the last year. What is going on??

Infrastructure repair

Responsible fiscal spending. Don't waste money. Don't buy things we can't afford to maintain. Streamline the spending to just essential public
services. Clean up that part of South Ogden that is deteriorating and more susceptible to crime.

Courting more businesses. Property taxes are very, very high compared to neighboring communities.

jobs

roads

Pet store regulations such as Pet Smart and Petco. The care they provide for small animals being sold is horrible.

Road repair in residential areas.

Completing projects, specifically the intersection of 40th and Madison and the park that is set to be build at the location of the former Marlon Hills
Elementary.

Find a way to pay our police officers more so we can have the best and most qualified police force in the county.

Not making bad decisions on restricting traffic when upgrading major roads...i.e no concrete dividers restricting left hand turns.



road maintained better

park upgrades

Streets,

Business development Particularly to stop hindering business with new laws and policies regarding signage, etc

Parks and walking trails.

Street roads conditions & lower the property taxes rate

Road maintenance. Properly budget, stop increasing taxes/fees.

Assistant any programs to help senior citizens.

Cost cutting!!

Roads and beautification.

Repairing roads

Growth plan

Infastructure

Improving parks and roads

Mike Howard is my MCM. Dude loves America, family, and serving others. Give that man a huge ass raise!

You keep raising property taxes for roads and our roads are terrible. My daughter lives in SLC, has a new home that is $400,000.00, her house is bigger
and she pays the same property tax as I do and my house is only worth $200,000.00 That is robbery. We are so over taxed in this city. I know you just
cater to the rich. Is terrible

Enforcing the way people don't take care of their yards!

Backyard chickens and a street light at the corner of 40th and Madison

Road repair

Community safety

Maybe more places or things for kids and family activity

Growing new business and new housing projects. Stabilize and update local retail sources.

Marking Evelyn road wider



Street paving, trash pick up, playground maintenance, overall appearance. Code enforcement.

Parks and recreation

Gaining a paramedic service through the fire department.

Grow commercial services

Infrastructure for seniors.

Code enforcement...actually holding residents to the codes and ordinances in place.

Community interaction and resources for diversity and inclusion

Continue in the same manner to manage the city with common sense. We are happy with your performance.

Keeping costs down

Kids

Road improvements. Needed upgrades for water systems. Developing parks.

Being the most efficient with the money they already have, Public Safety, More Police Officers and Police Presence, Improved Parks

Reducing the budget. Feel like we are paying more in city taxes and not seeing the return.

Parks

Building a safe, well-lit skatepark for my kids.

Budget, control spending

Walkability

Roads in subdivisions

yes

Stop building high density housing all over the place. South Ogden will no longer be a place desirable to live if you keep it up!

controlling costs and thus taxes

Reduce spending to reduce taxes. Government always needs to find ways to cut waste and be more efficient.

Parks, walking trails, and safety for playing outside like speed monitoring signs etc.

SO is a year delayed in repacking our street and cul de sac. Lots of potholes. Never replaced in 30 years I have lived there. 1400 east as it connects w
5375 S



Infrastructure and basic services should continue to be top priority.

Schools!

Leave the park alone, 40th street

I would like South Ogden City to consider what it would take to build an aquatic/community center. I take my family to another city, and pay them to
use their facilities. South Ogden has nothing like that. we don't have a public swimming pool, and honestly, many of our parks leave much to be desired
as well. I know that it would cost a considerable amount of money to build this, but it will also bring in money. It makes my frustrated that I have to go
outside of my own community for everything from taking my kids swimming to signing up for art lessons from a local artist. Also, there are no
activities that I am aware of that include special needs kids. We have city sports teams and leagues, but none of them allow for children with any kind
of disability. We have many children in our city that could benefit from these kinds of programs. Is there no way to include these children? They are
part of our community as well, but I don't think our community cares. Within 1 mile of my home there are several gated communities and a private club
that have their own pools, but nothing that my children are able to have access to, and now they are building a whole new area of apartments and
condos in my neighborhood that once again, has it's own private pool and splash pad. How is that any benefit to my family? it's not. It just makes
things more crowded, and more exclusive. Furthermore, the vast majority of businesses that are coming into our part of the city are things like doctors,
insurance companies, mortgage companies, anything but retail. Don't retail businesses benefit our city the most because they increase our tax base
the most? How many orthodontists, dentists, optometrists, physical therapists, do we need? It would be really great to see more restaurants and
shops though! Again, why do we have to go outside of our community to shop? Wouldn't it better benefit our city to bring people in to buy goods,
rather to having to leave to do it? South Ogden seems like it cares for some of its citizens much more than others. I don't advise people to live here.

Hilltop Lanes Bowling building area

Roads. 37th Street

Communication to citizens living here about plans that deal in cluster housing. Improve roads and directionally aids. Especially above Harrison blvd.

Continue to make our city streets better. 40 th street is great, maybe look at traffic flows problems and see if that can be improved. The kids
recreation leagues could use a major overhaul. Better supervisors and better officials in all sports.

Sometimes it feels like the city does not pay attention on the north end of the city (the neighborhood north of 40th street). Put some effort in that part
of the city

Install a flashing yellow turn light at 4400 and Washington Blvd and do something with the old Hilltop Lanes.

the property that marlon elementary was on

Just want them to be better Stewart's Of the charge which they had been given

Traffic roundabouts and a flashing left turn from southbound Washington Blvd toward the old bowling alley

Activities for teenagers

Many of the roads are in poor condition

Don't know.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD ROADS(4400s- 950e), people’s trashy yards,(Monroe)(Vista), speeders throughly the village and VISTA dr. Get rid of old gas
station on Madison and 40th st. Make Jeff barfuss retire! He’s ornery. Fill vacant buildings on Washington and on Harrison. And why in the heck are we
not building up our city like Riverdale, ogden, Roy, out west Etc etc Etc....our taxes are OUTRAGIOUS for the value of our homes and the crappy roads
and nothing here in south ogden. FIX OUR DOG PARK TO BE DECENT. DONT JUST STICK ITNIN A CORNER AND SAY HERE IT IS. DOGS NEED PLACES
TO PLAY TOO!



Better infrastructure planning. Why would you put an island in on 40th and the turn from Monroe instead of putting a protected turn lane. Terrible
waste of money which makes things less safe for drivers.

Community building including helping the youth feel a tie to their community.

Many streets need to be repaved.

Roads and cleaning dead trees, bushes and garbage on the side of the streets. Finish fixing our roads. You can stop raising our taxes on our homes!

Roads

Streets and Roads

Parks Jogging trails

Community development, education, and tax breaks,

parks and recreation

Road repair.

Lowering taxes

More community outreach and events. More sidewalks and street lights.

Developing parks. Sidewalks finished. Economic development. Roads. Make South Ogden look good--stand out as the "beautiful city" it claims to be.

Lowering property taxes. Bringing in a fiber connectivity provider to the Woodland Estates area.

Putting up sound walls on Washington Blvd. near the Browning armory😟.

Roads. They are always in need of repairs & the 40th Street fiasco was a mess & forever.

Safety of residents

more bike lanes. more sidewalks. wider roads with a left, center, and right lanes at intersections. better traffic signal syncing with each other..

Roads and other infrastructure.

Good fiscal responsibility and control tax increases

Recreation Department. Fire them all. They cater to the establishment which is why high school and junior high school athletics are so abysmal. Look
at Bonneville football. The great players are over looked for the familiar ones or connected ones. The recreation director instructs referees to cheat for
teams that have kids whose families are well known in South Ogden (basketball). Clean up the city too. Talk about blight.

Growing a more robust and sustainable tax base and/or partnering with other entities to partner in the same.

more road repairs. some are really bad!



I'm not sure how much influence the city has over it, but public school education needs the most work.

Restaurants and shops for the community rather than sending our tax dollars to nearby communities.

Repair roads and lower water and utility bills. Install no parking signs every 30 to 50 feet in areas that allow parking on only one side of the street.

Park space development and field development.

community and economic development

Parks

Working on the park where the old south ogden jounior high was! DO SOMETHING WITH IT!

Rec center

bringing in more businesses and keeping our parks and city beautiful to attract more good families here. This includes the old marlon area.

more parks - dog parks

Reducing Taxes and fees

Streets, streets, streets! Also public areas kept nice.

Bringing new businesses/tenants to all the empty buildings in town.

Finish projects that have been started and are still incomplete.

Keeping streets cleaner and debris out of intersections and bike lanes cleaner.

Holding households accountable for the presentation and maintenance of their homes. I live by a couple houses that are a car or two shy of being a
junkyard. Another house finally mowed their lawn for the only time this year. It makes it difficult as a homeowner to take pride in their property when
their neighborhood in the country club neighborhood has some potentially serious sores.

Upgrading old infrastructure and parks.

Putting a traffic light at 40th & Madison. That intersection is a disaster....

Trying to find a way to keep manholes from becoming potholes in the street

Trails/parks.

Balance the budget. Live within our means. Do not project losses. PLAN! Do actual STRATEGIC planning. For some, that will mean learning what
strategic planning actually is. Past exercises have not resulted in strategic plans. The consultants hired to guide the Council in this endeavor should be
embarrassed.

Beautifying our city



What are you going to do about the traffic jam that will be caused by adding hundreds of townhomes and apartments by the Chevron and HWY89?
Those roads are narrow and there was no planning for extra lanes so what now when those new houses are occupied and bring in 1 or 2 new cars
each?!?!

Potholes and cracks filled in the streets AND Weeds and yards cleaned up.

Sidewalk maintenance: overgrowth, litter, uneven and unlit sidewalks are a deterrent when I want to go on a walk with my stroller.

Eliminate and or reduce taxes and fees. Road fee should be eliminated. It should be part of the tax base. Monthly charged need to be brought back
down to a reasonable level. They have increased more than 33% in the last while.

Being more transparent with the residents

Services. Recycling. Internet contracts,

Enforcing traffic speed limits.

There needs to be upkeep with shrubbery and trees that are infringing on sidewalks forcing kids to move into roadway to get by an area. The city or the
owners along that right of way need to clean the obstructions back. This is specific to Oakwood Dr, where people rush down the road to get to the
Ogden Athletic Club. By the way, that area is residential making the speed limit 25 mph, which is still too fast where the road has a short distance
before a sharp right curve with very limited sight distance. Some people are traveling over the 25 speed limit which makes it more of a hazard. The
tops of the trees in that area are growing over the roadway causing trucks to move left to avoid hitting the limbs, which is creating more of a hazard.
That same roadway has springs running out onto the sidewalk on the east side of Oakwood Dr. and it creates another hazard for pedestrians walking in
that area especially in the winter when it gets icy.

Tax reducing. Spending less on unnecessary things.

Lower taxes on utilities

40th Street road completion follow-up

Internet infrastructure. Centurylink and comcast offer poor internet speeds to South Ogden residents. Cities like Layton and Perry have sponsored
Utopia and Google Fiber will never come to Ogden area. We are at a competitive disadvantage with SLC and Provo as well as Layton that have faster
internet that companies seek when selecting a city to locate to. People moving to a city also look at internet service as a factor when deciding where
to live.

I would like to see sidewalks for those neighboorhoods who don’t have any.

UTA really is poor for residents getting around. It can take me over 2 hours to get from 40th to FrontRunner because of bus routes.

Concerning the road fee, don't see any improvements yet, what's the plan? I would like to see the recycle program abolished, it is no longer profitable
for anyone.

Addressing environmental and conservation issues. Provide a better and more economical way for residents to deal with green waste without sending
it to the transfer station, perhaps by contracting with Ogden City to use their green waste site. Develop incentives for residents to conserve water by
encouraging water-wise landscaping. Drop all penalties for "brown" lawns while still requiring that yards by kept neat and weeds under control. Provide
more options for recycling. Train your city maintenance people to quit planting trees just to kill them by their lawn care practices.

residential road repair

Reducing city taxes as well as reducing congestion



Managing money better in order to make it more affordable to live here. Does it cost too much to have a curbside green waste pickup either in the
spring or fall like other Utah cities do?

Green areas and roads

Parks, Sidewalks(fixing), Water pressure for secondary water.

Remove the concrete in the middle of 40th Street

more community outreach.

Cost cutting to keep taxes low

Parks and business.

side streets, clean up of properties

Fix dips in roads please.

I would like South Ogden City to take over the responsibility of road maintenance in Tuscan Estates or reduce our property taxes significantly.

Personal communication with the people who live there--walk the neighborhoods.

Traffic control

Working on the park next to Burch Creek Elementary. It's really getting to be an eyesore with all the weeds, etc...

Giving tickets for places that they aren't supposed to park on the streets. It makes it hard to drive down there streets where they are parked on both
sides.

Sidewalk and Street Repair.

Everything is great

Roads

roads

We would like to see property taxes stabilize on family homes--we're not selling our home and don't really care about the rising values. Focus on the
basics and avoid debt.

Roads and parking

Checking yards/curb appeal of homes and requiring them to be kept up to a certain standard.



Q2 - Thinking back over the past 12 months, have you had contact with the South Ogden

City Police Department? (For example if you have filed a police report or called to report a

problem.)

 Yes  No

27%, 64
Yes

73%, 171
No

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 27.23% 64

2 No 72.77% 171

235



Q3 - How would you rate your experience with the South Ogden Police Department?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

44%, 28
Excellent

36%, 23
Good

11%, 7
Average

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Excellent 43.75% 28

2 Good 35.94% 23

3 Average 10.94% 7

4 Poor 4.69% 3

5 Terrible 4.69% 3

64



Q7 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

Had an attempted break in and the office was so kind and understanding with me being a mom home alone with my girls while my hubby was at work
late at night.

I had to call in a noise complaint on a scary neighbor and they handled it professionally and anonymously so my neighbor didn't know it was me.

I had three experiences: 1. I called 911 because one of my female neighbors was running down the street, in her underwear screaming at another
neighbor. The police never showed up, but that may have been up to the dispatcher. 2. I called animal control because we caught a large stray pitbull; a
police officer showed up in minutes and picked the dog up. The officer was efficient and kind. 3. I witnessed a collision between a semi and a
passenger car at the intersection of Chimes and Riverdale. The semi almost hit me too. The responder police and fire officers were quick, kind, and
helpful. One officer even gave my 2 year old son a sticker :) They all did great work. If not for my 1st experience (which may not be the department's
fault) I would rank them as excellent - although I would LOVE greater inforcement of the speed limit on Orchard Avenue.

An officer was parked in our neighborhood for several hours, and was clearly monitoring something. When we asked if there was something going on in
our neighborhood, he was rude, and told us that nothing was going on.

They did not take care of the issue raised and never called to tell us why they won't do anything about the nuisance.

Friendly, efficient

Timely response Professional officers, friendly - trustworthy

good intentioned hard job

It was a 911 call and they arrived in a timely matter to a domestic disturbance in the apartment above me. I didn't have too much contact to say
otherwise

Our neighbors reported our yard for being in violation of city code, and the police officer in charge actually came in person to inform us of the situation.
I really appreciated the personal visit so that I could find out exactly what had to be taken care of.

Law Enforcement Officers were very kind and friendly and helped me feel safe.

They are smart, nice and always looking to help.

Our neighborhood has called about a barking dog that lives next door and their fruit and trees block the sidewalk. We have an elderly lady who walks
her dog and has to walk in the street because of the sidewalk, and nothing has been done about it. We have called and complained twice. The other
day a mother and her small child was almost hit by a car turning the corner and couldn't see them because of the trees.

Most of the officers are great and very helpful.

Once they woke me up at 1am looking for someone who didn't live here. The other time, they lied on a police report when my husband had a fire
accident in our back yard. Now he is facing criminal charges and it is costing us a lot of money for a lawyer.

Timeliness, courtesy

They showed up quickly and are a continued visual presence.



Our neighbor called the police on us, and the officer and neighbor trespassed into our backyard without even knocking to ask permission or explain the
situation to us.

The friendly and professional manner in which they performed their job.

They truly cared and listened to my wife’s concerns about a car break-in. They do a tough job and we appreciate them very much!

No follow up, no increased police presence, response time

There were nice and responsive.

They are professional and respond as urgency dictates.

When we have called needing a police officer they have come. Maybe not as quickly as we would like, but they do come. They seem to listen to our
concerns and take them seriously.

They are bullies! Think they are better than citizens. The ones I’ve come in contact with lie and give themselves a bad name.

Terrible experience with a police officer over a stop sign infraction. Judge was much worse than the police, but the sign was obstructed and the stop
line was nonexistent. Very disappointed to be treated that way in my own community leaving me to feel victimized by the legal system as opposed to
protected and served.

Timely, compassionate to the situation

They were kind and helpful.

Response.

promptness, courtesy, professionalism

attentive and polite and also informative of what they were doing in our neighborhood

They were helpful and nice in helping us locate our daughter

People in office were helpful getting permits.

I have frequent contact with SOPD (mainly Chief Parke).

Quick response

Helpful but never conclusion

When we first moved here there was a neighbors barking dog next to our back yard which never quit barking when the owner was gone. I worked with
Mary Ann with Animal Control to finally get the problem resolved. I wrote online to someone in the city regarding the speed which cars drive down and
up this road (Oakwood Drive) but didn't get a response. I'm sure many people have similar complaints in other parts of the city. There are specific
times of the day they could sit for 15 or 30 minutes and have an impact on traffic that is late to their work out class. Oakwood carries a lot of traffic
each day.

Courtesy. Prompt response. Calling the non-emergency number for information is easy and helpful. Officers listen to complaints and react very well



Quick response.

response time, officer personability, efforts in resolution

I still have the damn truck in front of my house and they have yet to remove it.

Speed enforcement has slightly increased on 5600 South
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Q6 - Thinking back over the past 12 months, have you had contact with the South Ogden

City Fire Department? (For example if you have had an incident which involved a fire or

medical call.)

 Yes  No

94%, 221
No

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 5.96% 14

2 No 94.04% 221

235



Q5 - How would you rate your experience with the South Ogden Fire Department?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

79%, 11
Excellent

14%, 2
Good

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Excellent 78.57% 11

2 Good 14.29% 2

3 Average 0.00% 0

4 Poor 7.14% 1

5 Terrible 0.00% 0

14



Q4 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

Their community outreach with their open house this past October and how carefully they drive their trucks in our neighborhood (we are very close to
the station).

Friendly cheerful and dedicated

My neighbor started a fire in my back yard when I was not home. The fire was put out and then started up again as I got home another neighbor
emerged from my back yard telling me there's a fire. I Called 911. Fire department showed up and told me they had already been there prior. Most
troubling was neighbor nor Fire department informed me of the fire after putting it out the first time. The next morning weber canyon started on fire
burning multiple structures. Disappointed in both parties.

They responded to a false alarm on my home alarm. Showed concern and there main focus was is everyone on

Searched for hot spots

They are true heroes and seem genuinely concerned about our community and keeping fire safety; at the forefront.

Courteous and professional as you would expect people employed by taxpayer dollars to be, since you work for the community.

Excellent speed and personal response.

I called the phone number listed on google for the Fire station, but no one ever answered. I finally called City hall and was given 2 other numbers to try.
I think calling the station should be easier.

Chief West is a man to be proud of. I applaud him for his work on Fire Consolidation and support this initiative.

They responded quickly to the fire! They were very professional and they talked to everyone involved and answered all questions and calmed everyone
down. Very nice group of firefighters!
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Q8 - Thinking back over the past 12 months, have you had contact with the South Ogden

City Building Department? (For example if you have applied for a building permit or

reported a zoning violation.)

 Yes  No

91%, 214
No

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 8.94% 21

2 No 91.06% 214

235



Q9 - How would you rate your experience with the South Ogden Building Department?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

24%, 5
Excellent

38%, 8
Average

19%, 4
Terrible

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Excellent 23.81% 5

2 Good 9.52% 2

3 Average 38.10% 8

4 Poor 9.52% 2

5 Terrible 19.05% 4

21



Q10 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

The individual I talked to said he was not the person I needed to talk to and would talk to someone else about the problem I had and get back to me -
never heard from him again on the followup.

The things that have been the problem have not been the choice of the building department

I have a spring water running across my driveway along main road for a couple years. This causes dangerous conditions on the road for pedestrians
and cars at winter time. It was reported to city sevaral times. No actions have been taken by the city to resolve this issue.

We have been trying to work with Jeff Barfus for over two years now to resolve an issue with our neighbor building illegal structures on his property
with no enforcement or consequence. Jeff has appeared to have very little concern for our feelings or rights in this situation. He has been evasive,
slow and sometimes rather rude when we have just been trying to go through the proper channels to resolve this issue. We have asked for follow up
and updates for the process we understand the city has to follow, but we have heard nothing from him unless we reach out to him and it is met with
hesitation. We have asked for documentation of actions taken, which he denied us. We have been good citizens of South Ogden for almost 20 years
now, but sadly have felt little to no support from the city when trying to resolve an issue the proper way.

They never seem to return my calls.

His ability to communicate and explain the process involved

Took FOREVER to contact us, employee was rude, didn’t pass us on totally appropriate work.

Friendly, helpful, informative

No one seemed to care about our concerns. We felt like we were dismissed without being listened to. Plus, it was really hard to get ahold of anyone in
the first place.

Inconsistent department.

easy passport application and photos

finding someone who cared about the problem

Easy to talk to the staff very helpful

Jeff barfuss yelled at my wife. We hired a company to do remodeling. They didn’t obtain permits, Jeff blamed it on us! We are NOT responsible for
obtaining permits for a construction company to donworkni. Our house, they are... and they didn’t but there is no ramifications for it. It’s bullcrap

The fact that you approved the biggest eyesore of the city and let them install those huge solar panels in their yard. You owe the neighbors an apology.
This has impacted their home values. You should use city funds to relocate them to their roof. This was a total failure. Step up and fix the problem or
you should move next door and have to look at them.

They weren't very interested in what I was requesting and just said it was not allowed. No questions or history.

A little frustrating because somethings you ask to do are denied yet, you see the same thing over and over on other properties.

Building code work not finished yet so cannot rate



I still have the damn truck in front of my house

Jeff was great to work with.
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Q11 - Thinking back over the past 12 months, have you had contact with the South

Ogden City Hall Administration? (For example if you have come to pay your water bill,

reserve a park or community room or get a passport.)

 Yes  No

26%, 61
Yes

74%, 174
No

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 25.96% 61

2 No 74.04% 174

235



Q12 - How would you rate your experience with South Ogden City Hall Administration?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

43%, 26
Excellent

26%, 16
Good

26%, 16
Average

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Excellent 42.62% 26

2 Good 26.23% 16

3 Average 26.23% 16

4 Poor 4.92% 3

5 Terrible 0.00% 0

61



Q13 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

good response

The lady I paid the city bill with was very short with me and kind of rude

I always pay my water bill in person and the staff is always friendly. I do wish our newsletter was more informative of our local news - City Council
meetings and similar.

Quick and efficient.

The most important to us was the customer service we received from the following. 1. Park strip tree remove. The head manger was so responsive and
kind. He stayed in contact with me and was very informative. Awesome guy! I can’t remember his name but he is the main manager of that area
(sully?) 2. We installed a home alarm and they were really helpful to get the permitting taken care of. 3. Paying dog licensing fees. Very nice staff
members.

There is always room for improvement.

Friendly and quick

Very accommodating

I sent a message asking about passport photos, etc. Asking about what was necessary to get one and when or if appointments were. I never heard
back in response to the online question.

Rude personnel and inadequate personnel. Personnel not wanting to help.

Lack of courtesy.

Employee limited knowledge of the issues.

helpful informative

Quick to wait in my and we’re very pkeasant

Utility bills have been increasing over 50% in the last couple years?!

Mike Howard: Hero

Very helpful in getting passports.

It wasn’t busy, but it still took longer than expected.

Not very educated on how to change my form of payment for my auto draft utility payments

They were helpful and friendly.



The office staff was not overly friendly but it was not unexpectedly unfriendly.

They were extremely efficient

Moved from one house in South Ogden to another. We went the day of closing on our old house to have the city utilities transferred off of our name.
Despite being told that it was done, we kept getting the bills for months and months afterwards. Each time we would call the city offices and would
have to convince them that we no longer lived there and that it should have been transferred out of our name. They insisted that we needed to pay the
balance, even though we no longer lived there and had removed ourselves from the utilities. Eventually, it got worked out but only after months of calls
and in-person visits.

Prompt answers

Not always readily available

Our family has definitely felt the pinch of rising utilities. It has become really hard to pay our water bill. Also, when there was a problem with my water
bill this year, I don't feel like they really wanted to help me fix the problem, or to discover it's origin. They just wanted me to shut up and go away.

Expensive for services rendered.

Lack of information and resources online or with a person.

My experiences

Availability

Staff were always friendly and helpful.

Kindness. Work with a smile.

No one was at desk when stopped by to pay water bill.

Very cordial, professional and knowledgeable. I think they have the city's best interest at heart.

people friendliness

IT was pretty easy once I figured out how to get to the correct window to pay for a park rental. Very confusing

Unanswered phone calls, uncooperative responses to questions

Speed of service and politeness of the people.

My issue is always with Republic Services and city just refers me to them and then they never do what they say. Does not city choose Republic Service
contract. Can't you get them to pick up recycling trash that we pay them to do?

We reserved the pavilion at the splash pad area for a family gathering last summer. The protocol for reserving could be better by putting a sign when
the area is reserved in a place so those who are there using the picnic tables without reservations knew at a certain time they may be expected to
move. There was a sign but it was up high and not very noticeable.

Professionalism and ability to resolve problems



Willing to work with a past due utilities bill for someone on disability.

The problem was resolved quickly.

Name change on bill, took a long time. I didn’t think my contact had any idea what I needed when I gave her legal name change papers

Have maybe only had 1 interaction when I was requesting proof of residency so I could help coach football. Lady at the counter was great.

Courteous and respectful.

The staff was courteous, professional, and helpful.
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Q14 - Thinking back over the past 12 months, have you had contact with the South

Ogden Recreation Department? (For example if you have registered and participated in a

recreation program such as football or baseball.)

 Yes  No

13%, 31
Yes

87%, 202
No

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 13.30% 31

2 No 86.70% 202

233



Q15 - How would you rate your experience with the South Ogden City Recreation

Department?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

22%, 7
Excellent

53%, 17
Good

22%, 7
Average

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Excellent 21.88% 7

2 Good 53.13% 17

3 Average 21.88% 7

4 Poor 0.00% 0

5 Terrible 3.13% 1

32



Q16 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

Very nice and tried to get us to return to Tomball with our little girl but was still understanding that we didnt want to. She just didnt enjoy it last year

Orderly and easy

Unorganized with flag football registration and t-shirt sizes. Also some of the flag football rules.

We missed the registration deadline for our child, and they helped us get him registered.

Main person could be a little friendlier

Communication on game times, cancelations, and team information could be improved

Ease of registration, time/location of basketball games

they have pretty good organization and get back to you quick

I think the staff does a great job with the rec sports. Our baseball parks are in bad shape, football fields need better seating accommodations.

Julianna, John and John are as good as they come. Great employees as well. That’s not an easy job but they are so so good at it. Give them all a huge
ass raise!

I feel like their focus is on a positive experience for the kids and they were accommodating to coaching concerns

Seems like its hard to get notices of upcoming teams to enroll our kids in or I just do not know where to get it.

They are helpful, but seem a little grumpy when you work with them.

Good value and we'll organized

Website doesn't have enough info. It would be nice to have age requirement, prices, approximate season dates. If it's too late to sign up this year some
info saying contact us or check back in Feb for 2019 info

They are friendly and helpful. Sometimes it is hard to get in contact.

Clearly not serving the best overall sports experience for youth. Easily influenced by those who want to promote their own kids that end up creating
losing seasons for the junior high and senior high.

Office hours are inconsistent and can be inconvenient because they are so limited. The football field is a hazard for the players. The parking during the
fall football/soccer season is a hazard. Overall I enjoy the recreation department and appreciate the programs offered.

Luv rec. We need more coed teen programs. Losing kids at about 12 who just want fun program with friends

The response time is longer than I would hope



What factors influenced your rating?

Very nice and tried to get us to return to Tomball with our little girl but was still understanding that we didnt want to. She just didnt enjoy it last year

Orderly and easy

Unorganized with flag football registration and t-shirt sizes. Also some of the flag football rules.

We missed the registration deadline for our child, and they helped us get him registered.

Main person could be a little friendlier

Communication on game times, cancelations, and team information could be improved

Ease of registration, time/location of basketball games

they have pretty good organization and get back to you quick

I think the staff does a great job with the rec sports. Our baseball parks are in bad shape, football fields need better seating accommodations.

Julianna, John and John are as good as they come. Great employees as well. That’s not an easy job but they are so so good at it. Give them all a huge
ass raise!

I feel like their focus is on a positive experience for the kids and they were accommodating to coaching concerns

Seems like its hard to get notices of upcoming teams to enroll our kids in or I just do not know where to get it.

They are helpful, but seem a little grumpy when you work with them.

Good value and we'll organized

Website doesn't have enough info. It would be nice to have age requirement, prices, approximate season dates. If it's too late to sign up this year some
info saying contact us or check back in Feb for 2019 info

They are friendly and helpful. Sometimes it is hard to get in contact.

Clearly not serving the best overall sports experience for youth. Easily influenced by those who want to promote their own kids that end up creating
losing seasons for the junior high and senior high.

Office hours are inconsistent and can be inconvenient because they are so limited. The football field is a hazard for the players. The parking during the
fall football/soccer season is a hazard. Overall I enjoy the recreation department and appreciate the programs offered.

Luv rec. We need more coed teen programs. Losing kids at about 12 who just want fun program with friends

The response time is longer than I would hope
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Q18 - Thinking back over the past 12 months, have you visited a park in South Ogden?

(For example: Friendship, Glasmann, 40th Street, Madison, Meadows, Nature Park, Club

Heights or Club Heights Off-Leash Dog Park.)

 Yes  No

80%, 187
Yes

20%, 47
No

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 79.91% 187

2 No 20.09% 47

234



Q19 - How would you rate your experience at South Ogden City Parks?

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Excellent 29.95% 56

2 Good 42.78% 80

3 Average 21.39% 40

4 Poor 4.81% 9

5 Terrible 1.07% 2

187

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

30%, 56
Excellent

43%, 80
Good

21%, 40
Average



Q20 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

slightly down because of frequent encounters with dogs off lease....

We live by club heights park and I just dont feel safe going their by myself with the kids anymore. It attracts homeless and people looking for trouble.
There is graffiti and trash always there now.

Clean, well kept. People are kind and friendly. Feels like a safe place.

Grafitti on the equipment at 40th street has never been removed, and several times I've encountered homeless people sleeping at the playground on
40th.

Clean spaces, well kept playgrounds

Cleanliness and attention given

Locations

Nature Park is always dirty, poor upkeep

I intentionally bought my home near the park by the Wasatch Christian Academy (40th street park?) and my family and I visit there 4-5 times a week.
It is always well maintained and it is a great way to meet other neighborhood families. It also seems to provide great value to the school, as they use it
for recess daily. It is a big part of why we bought our home here.

Excellent......but keep the bathrooms unlocked.

Very clean and well maintained

Nice locations and use.

Cleanliness, walking paths

Taking care of grounds and other amenities

Need to be a little cleaner

Cleanliness

Parks are clean and well maintained thank you!

Generally clean and well kept

I have not visited any specifically but have driven past several and have been impressed at the upkeep of all that I have been past.

Easy access to all the parks and lots of space to do things

Like location



Well maintained Quality public features - safe and secure

Weeds in city properties, graffiti at Friendship Park

Fields were mowed and the pathways trimmed. All young trees need plastic guards to keep the lawn crews from girdling the new trees with the weed
whips and killing the trees. That is a senseless waste of money to keep replacing trees.

Most parks are well kept, except for the dog park. It is in poor repair, & supplies are scarce.

cleanliness, beautiful well cared for lawn

The park is clean, grass is well-kept, trash is emptied regularly.

The noxiousweeds around the nature park are getting worse

The park wasn't maintained and is showing notable wear & tear that shouldn't have been ignored. The restrooms were abhorrent. So disgusting every
time visited. Nothing a good hose down couldn't fix.

We were one of the first houses completed in Park Vista, near the Nature Park/Splash Pad. Ground crews were at the park every morning keeping it in
impeccable condition. Now that it's about 10 years old, maintenance has slipped a bit. Tons of dandelions and those ugly trees placed sporadically. Not
sure who's idea it was to procure the ugly (no shade producing) trees. Did I mention the trees are ugly? The park is still a great place overall. Could
definitely benefit from more parking.

Nature park could use more trees for shade.

Restroom facilities

I believe South Ogden is a generally a friendly, down to earth place to live.

Upkeep, and available activities.

Parks were clean and enjoying spending time there.

always in good shape. we love visiting South Ogden parks

appearance

They are nice but we need more walking paths in the older part of the city.

Appearance, functionality

Parks are well maintained.

Very pleasant to walk and enjoy the scenery.

Parking and shade.

Parking and score board not working



Accessibility

Parks are in poor condition.

Not sure why

Great place to take our dog

Neatness, accessibility, maintenance

I feel like the parks are all a little run down. Not well cleaned and maintained.

I know parks and rec work hard and we thank them

The parks are generally in good repair, but I was frustrated with the soccer fields around friendship park this year. Every Saturday the grass was so
long which makes it really hard for young soccer players to run and kick the ball effectively without tripping or getting slowed down.

Nothing spectacular for the kids to play on. Gets old after a while

Maintenance, cleanliness and facilities or lack there of.

The Club Heights park, where the Club Heights School was needs to be maintained.

Not as clean as it could be.

We have visited several parks often and they are always clean and pleasant, pretty well maintained.

Clean but in need of a little care

Bathroom accessibility

The nature park is well maintained, and our children love it.

Other cities have bigger splash pads, more playground equipment geared toward a variety of ages, more shade, and boweries.

Friendship park is always clean, manicured, and green.

Friendship is too busy. Parking is ridiculous. Also, there is NEVER any soap in the bathrooms if they are open. Lots of garbage at the park too.

Cleanliness, access to trash cans, seating, shade.

The parks are nice and well-cared for.

I like the natural surroundings in the nature park

It was nice and relaxing

Safe, tidy facilities with links to memories of our family’s memories.



well maintained; good playground for kids

Playground was too hot for kids to play. Needed shade. Weeds and grasses were overgrown.

Good parks. Need good fresh cold water to drink. Bathrooms look nasty

Clean, well-maintained

Well maintained and adequately appointed

Our parks lag far behind the quality of parks in other communities. We go outside of South Ogden to go to the park most of the time. Also, none of our
parks that I am aware of accommodate children with disabilities. I have a son who is mentally, but not physically disabled. As he gets older, and his
body gets bigger, his mind stays the same. He is sad that he can't really play on playgrounds anymore because they are only meant to accommodate
small children. There is no way for kids with physical disabilities to play either. I don't feel like our city cares about these kids. Our city EXCLUDES
rather than INCLUDES.

Dirt dirt dirt everywhere. No water facilities! Not a place I like to bring my pets.

Watching my grandkids play sports, the fields can be made better

Well taken care of and clean

I stepped in fresh dog poop

Need more parent seating at the play grounds

scenery, cleanliness

Dog park is filthy, muddy, no grass, no water etc Etc...

Glassman park is overrun with garbage and fishing line.

They look nice and are fun family areas.

no answer

Clean and well maintained

Well kept grass.

The restrooms are not kept clean. In fact, they are disgusting all the time. This should be a priority, especially when taking young children and elderly
family members to the parks. Seems like a small financial investment compared to the cost of maintenance and lawn care, etc.

Parks are nice but could use shade structures or trees and more picnic tables

40th street park good. Enjoy the tennis courts. Bowery sometimes dirty. Develop new park properties.

Grass being taken care of and litter at a minimum.



Things were fine. Parking bit tricky, but when it's not crowded fine

The parks are well maintained.

they were clean and safe for the most part.

40th street is gang central. Friendship has nothing to offer.

cleanliness, walking paths, safety.

Get some trees planted and water them. The splash pad park has been there for years and if trees were planted at the onset and taken care of we
would have a beautiful tree filled park by now.

Football field is a safety hazard for the players. Parking during the fall at Friendship park is over congested and could be a safety concern.

Seem to be clean and well maintained. No issues.

Glasmann Park needs a Playground. Other parks lack equipment and often are dirty

Parks seem to be well manicured and cared for. Playground equipment seems safe. There are occasional vandalism issues at the Meadows park, but it
is a tougher area with apartments and condos nearby.

Some parks are unfinished

We could always use more parks that are kid friendly

?

There were too many bees in the shelter at the nature preserve. The wasp nests needed to be removed

(Meadows Park on 5700 S) was clean, and children were playing.

Not equipped to handle the amount of people that use the parks.

Weeds on paved trails.

Maintenance, cleanliness, location.

Most parks are kept fairly clean and tidy. Occasionally I'll find garbage or graffiti. The Dog park needs a lot of work.

Cleanliness, well-kept greens, quietness.

I would like more than just grass in a park

Need a little more upkeep. Garbage laying around. Dirty.

Pretty basic nice parks. Would be great if you could depend on a restroom being open.



The city has beautiful, well-maintained parks. The variety of parks means there's something for everybody: pet owners, young families, joggers,
athletes, etc.

It would be great if they would improve that park off 40th so that residents on this side of the city had a better playground. I heard rumor it’s going to
be torn down and that would be very unfortunate.

Luv the parks. More of them with facilities pls

Generally poor parking. Football and soccer going at the same time.

I wrote remarks previously regarding the use of the splash pad pavilion.

It was kept up but not a whole lot of areas for off leash.

Cleanliness and good condition

Good job of keeping grounds / playground equipment for kids

The parking lot to Glassman park had a closed gate that was locked. Questioned if park was open even though this was during daytime and no other
entrances such as Glassman way had no blocks or signage indicating park was closed.

The playgrounds are always nice. Never have had any issue and my kids have fun.

Convenience and ease of access.

Parking at Friendship park is a pain during events

If South Ogden made an effort to have the bathrooms open when the park is open, the rating would be excellent. As they do not, it's only good. The
parks are nice, but having available bathrooms for my small children would be incredibly helpful.

Not clean or kept up very well

Best little league football field in the entire. WFFL.

Parks are okay.

They are kept clean

Grass is mowed too short so water is wasted and the weeds have taken over

Cleanliness and a sense of community among patrons

City has a minimal investment in their parks.

Too many weeds and I see crews sitting in their trucks for too long of breaks

The Meadows park could use a playground make over. The slide looks pretty dangerous.

It was quiet with good parking, and the grass and playground were well taken care of. We were mostly at Friendship Park and the Nature Center trails.



Cleanliness and why it’s kept up
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Q21 - How would you rate the quality of culinary water service in South Ogden?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

39%, 90
Excellent

44%, 103
Good

15%, 34
Average

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 Excellent 38.79% 90

2 Good 44.40% 103

3 Average 14.66% 34

4 Poor 2.16% 5

5 Terrible 0.00% 0

232



Q22 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

What can I say?

Never had a problem

We drink right out of the tap. No need to filter. Tastes fine and never has a foul odor.

It tastes terrible. Honestly, it cannot be consumed without a filter.

The water tastes weird.

Service has been great

Taste.

The water is extremely hard and clogs our faucets regularly. I had the water tested and it contains pesticides so we filter it.

No complaints.

There is not enough accessible information provide about our water quality. I have heard it’s poor and tried to find some ratings to inform me but
nothing was helpful.

No problems

It is better than Arizona water.

N/a

None

Taste looks

Not sure but tap water is better than Ogden city for sure

I get water so I'm pleased about that. The pressure seems low at times and water is hard. I don't know if that is because of the City or other factors.

No problems, clean water

What can I say, water is water.......

I have had yellow water come out of my faucet a few times. I believe it’s from all the construction on 40th

Experience

Never had a problem



Unexpected, un-notified cause of very brown culinary water, happening sporadically

Seldom have issues with water. We had a water main break this winter on a Saturday evening. The crew passed on scene fast & did an excellent temp
repair. They later made a great permanent repair this spring.

None

I drink water from the tap or the fridge 90% of the time. City water goes through a filter in the fridge and there is a slight difference than straight from
the faucet. It's not bad, it just tastes 'fresher' after being filtered.

Reliable, no issues.

expensive

I really didn't know there was a difference and there wasn't an option for other

I drink it

There is a funny taste to the water.

I have low pressure in my house. Taste also influences my decision. We filter.

Taste of chlorine. We leave water sitting open for 48 hours to allow the chlorine to escape before drinking.

no complaints on water

taste

No problems with it, occasional pressure issues

It's more expensive than in other cities

I've had no issues with my water.

I don’t mnow

It doesnt taste the best but it isnt bad

They have always been prompt and knew what we needed. Great

Haven’t had a issue.

Sometimes the water has a chemical smell

Not always the best tasting and it's very hard.

It doesn't have a very good flavor, has to be filtered. But the service is reliable and we appreciate the water report each year.



Uninterrupted or scheduled advance notice in service with little to no problems

Good water. Reliable.

Non interrupted

I have read about the necessary upgrades needed, but it has not been a problem so far.

I have never had any issues

Doesn't taste very good

Water tastes great!

I haven't gotten sick or seen any discoloration. Seems good to me.

Cost

lower pressure and not so good taste

reliable

No problems

Xx

Never have issues

History

I know that our city passes required regulations for water quality each year, but my water has gotten considerably harder over the last 5 years. It
doesn't taste as good, and it is hard to keep hard water deposits from building up on our dishes, and in our sinks and toilets, even when scrubbed
regularly. I have to buy a very expensive cleaner that I can only get through a distributer, to clean my tub and shower, because nothing that I could find
in stores would take it off, let alone keep it under control.

Poor communication with hydrant flushing and water turn offs.

No problems

I drink the water

I wish I didn't need a pump

I had someone come to my house to discuss the water pressure and he was knowledgeable and professional

Quality water and Affordable fees

No problems or complaints about system



None

Information about when water is on or off. I'm not sure on where to find that.

no answer

Clean water and good pressure

No problems all year.

Not aware of any issues with our water.

n/a

Have not had any problems.

I turn the faucet and I have clean water come out of it.

Ethnic foods are limited

It's okay. Water bill too high though

Never had any issues

not great, not bad.

Good tasting and clear

don't know any others.

It is a pretty "hard" water with a taste I don't care for.

water bill is too high.

No problems

Never have had any issues.

Multiple days of brown/orange water

Pretty good water

water is OK

I don't have anything to say

Availability and pressure.



No comment

I have low water pressure and sand/small rocks in my water.

Never had any problems with taste or pressure.

Low water pressure which from what my neighbors say is a normal occureance in our neighborhood due to the age of both home AND city lines.

Ease of paying my bill.

It always taste good to me.

I get my water from the spring in north Ogden

I have had no interruptions in clean, clear water at my home. While specific emergencies can temporarily push fire and police to the forefront, water is
the most critical service the routinely provides.

No issues with it!

Taste

The water appears clean and has a fine taste.

It has always been available with out any issues.

It’s fine

Too much chlorine and very hard

Never having any problems.

We've had problems on this road with leaking pipe that crosses Oakwood Drive. They have had to make repairs at least 2-3 times over the past 3 years.

The price going up and authority not cracking down on water abusers. This is for secondary water.

Taste of water

Tastes good

For the most part only minor inconveniences in service.

Never had any issues.

None.

clarity, no chlorine smell, no "chunks".

Expensive



No problems

I am not sure what that is

Condition of streets

It wasn’t muddy and I didn’t choke on it.

Taste and water pressure

It works

I like the taste of our water.

Great water

I haven't had to use my filter pitcher since moving here 11 yrs ago.

No one got sick and the supply was good.

Why it taste
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Q31 - How would you rate the quality of sewer service in South Ogden?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

37%, 83
Excellent

48%, 108
Good

15%, 35
Average

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 Excellent 36.56% 83

2 Good 47.58% 108

3 Average 15.42% 35

4 Poor 0.00% 0

5 Terrible 0.44% 1

227



Q32 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

no problems

Never had a problem

We have had some trouble with sewer main unfortunately. Probably due to tree roots and settling, but the guys who came out to help from the City
were top notch. Nice and friendly and so helpful. Resolved the issue.

Never had a problem

No problems

Never had a problem with it.

Our sewer backed up last year and the service folks came out within an hour to make sure it wasn't their fault. Apparently the problem was on our end
as a tree had rooted in out out-pipe.

Very seldom backs up. But some odors do arise once in a while.

Lived here 12+ Years and no problems

No problems

N/a

Could tell us more info about timing of garbage.

It woeks

No bad experience

it goes away

No problems

No overflowing drains.

Never had any problems

Never had a problem

No problems

Old



I've never experienced a sewer backup on my street, and I can't smell anything when walking past manhole covers. Anytime I don't have to worry about
flushing or draining water, that's always an excellent rating in my book.

No sewer problems.

Reliable, no issues.

price

I'm a rental and my landlord pays the water.

No problems

I've never really had problems.

no complaints

no problems

Haven’t had any issues

It's more expensive than in other cities

I've had no issues with sewer.

Smell in summer

Never had a bag log in my sewer pipes

Our neighborhood smells really bad in front of some people's houses

Stub Outs are not very accessible without cutting into roadways

We have drainage issues on our street breeze circle that are overlooked.

Haven’t had an issue.

No problems so far.

Good to our knowledge. We have lived in South Ogden almost 20 years so we don't have much comparison at this point, but we haven't been
disappointed. There are a few residences we have seen running questionable pipes from their homes to the gutter, and that can be a little concerning.

We’ve not had drainage or backups and regular maintenance service

No problems encountered.

It’s a sewer



No issues to date.

I flush and it goes away.

It works. The sewer that you don't think about is a good sewer.

No issues

Cost

never had an issue

no problems

No problems

Xx

Never had issues.

History

I haven't had any problems.

Again no problems

Havent seen backup

My sewage has not given me any problems thank God

Haven't had a backup yet cross my fingers

No problems with system

Storm drains are always backing up in the neighborhoods!

It works.

no answer

No problems

No problems all year.

n/a

Have not had any problems.



I flush and it's gone.

Thing s okay

Never had any issues

goes down fine.

no backups yet.

Not sure how to compare.

No problems. Also, I notice that the City gets right on it when there is a break or other issue

Toilets continue to flush without issue.

Never had a problem

Nothing to compare it to

no complaint

My toilets always flush

Haven't had any problems.

No comment

If the drains and sewer system was updated I feel it would be more efficient.

No problems.

Have not had any sewer issues whatsoever.

I've had zero sewer problems.

They take my shit

Again, I have had no interruptions in sewer service. Waste water, with all its health risks, is routinely and efficiently removed from my home.

No negative issues with it!

My toilet flushes!

I have had no negative experiences with the sewer system.

It has always been available with out any issues



It’s fine

No major issues. Knock on wood

No problems.

We've had no issues with the sewer other than a smell from a manhole that occurs at various times through the course of the year.

Again, the price going up on everyone. Even when it is just a 2 person home, not producing as much trash as a 4 person home.

No funky smells

Have had no problems

Never had any difficulties with sewage

No problems.

it hasn't come back

Always works

Way too expensive. No incentive to conserve water during the summer (I can try and help in times of drought by not watering my lawn, and the
neighbor can water everyday and the charge will be the same for both of us), or recycle throughout the year. Nevertheless, the bill just keeps going up.

no issues

no problems

???

No problems

It works

I haven't had any problems :)

Some sewers get clogged and back up but not super often

No back ups or problems with the sewer.

You don’t stink in it flows downhill
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Q23 - How would you rate the trash service in South Ogden? (Republic Services)

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

35%, 79
Excellent

45%, 101
Good

16%, 36
Average

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 Excellent 34.96% 79

2 Good 44.69% 101

3 Average 15.93% 36

4 Poor 3.54% 8

5 Terrible 0.88% 2

226



Q24 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

timely and efficient

Never missed...but I wish they would update our cans.

Always on time. Seems like a fair price.

They pick up great, but they will destroy your cans and not care.

They're always on time

Time.

Never had a problem

They always pick up on time and the service folks always smile and wave at my son (he is 2 and LOVES trash trucks).

They take everything.......even when my can is overloaded.

Never have had a problem

No problems

N/a

I think the recycling should come every week with the garbage.

Previous response

Comes when expected. Worker helps some of the elderly.

They show up and do the job

sometimes my cans are knocked over after pickup. sure wish they could be placed standing each time.

Reliable

It would be nice for some consistency in pickup times. Sometimes, due to weather, it is nice to delay putting out a garbage can so garbage is not
blown all over the neighborhood, but by not having any idea of pickup time it may end up causing garbage to be blown around the neighborhood.

They are always on time and have never missed a pick up

Some trash has been spilled and trash drivers were rude when approached

recycling can cost should be lower Cans seem smaller



They are regular and on time and do not spill trash.

No problems

none

They are dependable (roughly the same time pickup every week), and they don't dump trash out when my cans are loaded to the top. I've watched the
driver be a little extra cautious when grabbing my can not to spill if that's the case.

Regular & consistent pickup.

Reliable, no issues

didn't always pick up

Picked up

They do their job as to be expected.

Several times recycling bins have been missed on whole street

The truck seems to purposefully run into my trees limbs by the street where there is ample room to drive around (I have cut the limbs higher and
talked to the driver). My cans are not fully emptied many times.

always is picked up

they pick up about the same time each week

No issue

Reliable service. Could communicate better when the pick up day changes due to a holiday.

Rude and lazy. Heaven forbid they dump a can that’s a little big over the brim. Heaven forbid they get their lazy asses out of their trucks to pick up
garbage they drop in the street. Fire them. Get somebody new.

Quick to bring new garbage cans when needed.

Timeliness, time to respond to broken trash can

Our trash, but especially our recycling often don’t get emptied all the way. Our neighbors have complained about similar experiences.

My Trash gets taken every week

Timely

Generally good service. A few times they’ve scattered trash when it’s been picked up or they don’t like when we wait to add more to the trash so it
doesn’t spill or overflow.

Continual broken trash cans



Always come.

Never had any problems. Always on time, quick and friendly. Have addressed replacements or can concerns quickly and efficiently for us if needed.

I’m neutral on this, as they are consistent, but drivers tend to be rough with cans and replacement seems to be difficult for broken ones.

Reliable, timely.

They always come

My children are young and like to see the garbage trucks. The drivers are friendly and have dropped of a toy garbage truck. They get out of their trucks
to pick up cans and help clean messes...even if it was due to over stacked cans. They are exceptional!

Nothing remarkable or unremarkable about the service.

I wish recycling was every week.

They are fairly reliable. Although the schedule of shifting days around holidays can be confusing at times.

Good service.

Cost

never had an issue

I think we could cut costs by having trash pick up one week and recycling the next. We never fill more than 1/4 of our trash bin.

I have had to replace two trash cans they are quick to get it on the schedule and drivers are friendly to wave to my kids each time.

Very reliable

They get the job done. Most of the time. We still get skipped occasionally.

Garbage cans are breaking, sometimes garbage falls onto street instead of truck.

Helpful, timely, clean

They do a good job. They replace broken cans quickly and without fuss.

Collection hours are anytime during the day. I would like a morning collection and done. Cans brought off the street.

Could be better on the time of day , seems like each week is different

Picked every week

the trash is always picked up

I still like waste management better



Friendly drivers

Timely service. No problems with service.

My recycling has been missed on numerous occasions. For some reason my trash cans are getting really beat up.

no answer

Always prompt

Called to have broken can repaired replaced. Took 3 weeks for service. Had to call. No responsbility or active maintenance of cans.

Would love to see recycling services expanded to include more plastics if possible. Also wondering if the City has considered green waste containers
for every resident. Is it a problem for the landfill when people put all their green waste in the trash receptacles?

They missed recycling one week but otherwise have been dependable

Trash is good. Recycling is frustrating. We want to recycle but the limits are so strict its hard to take all the extra time to sort and clean the recyclables.

My trash is picked up from my curb each week.

They are great service, and do a good job. The only problem we have is they don't come around the same time every week. It will vary from as early in
the morning at 6:30 to 1:00 in the afternoon.

My garbage container needs to be replaced

never had any issues

they do their job. need to do a better job of calling in and replacing broken cans.

consistency

Reliable.

No issues

My trash can has been missed several times, or only partially dumped.

Never had a problem

They do a good job

no complaint

I should not have pay for recycling if I don't want the service. There should be a service to pick up large items and things I am not allowed to put in the
bins.

On time and efficient



Drivers are reckless when dumping cans. Garbage in the street and damaged cans. I know you can get the cans replaced by calling but it is very
inconvenient

Always picked up in timely manner.

We got a new trash can a couple of years ago, but its already cracking.

No trash problems.

No problems, but we need to have some easily accessed way to find out if a given holiday will delay pickup

Haven’t had a problem

Trash collections are fairly reliable. However, recycling is at times frustrating. Initially, recyclable trash had to be "cleaned." Then it didn't. Initially only
those coded 1 or 2 could be in the blue cans. Then it was anything less than (I think) 5. Now I believe it is back to 1 or 2 AND we have to wash the cans.
Ironically, I have read in the Standard that citizens aren't doing a very good job with adhering to the requirements. Small wonder! With fuzzy and ever-
changing guidelines, it is surprising that anyone gets it right.

No negative issues!

Miss Vickie with Waste Management.

Trash pick-up has been reliable.

Always on time and I can rely on their schedule. Very friendly drivers.

I wish we had recycling every week and a green waste bin would be great!

They miss our st pretty often and I call and they will come back and they do not. Call again. Same thing. I cannot afford to miss recycling I have it all
stacked in my garage right now because they keep skipping my st

Pick up times never the same.

Good service.

Too expensive to recycle.

Responded quickly to broken garbage cans

Not as good as previous service. The previous service always went above and beyond - If they saw an extra bag of leaves they would jump out of their
truck and throw it in. The current service does it job and nothing additional

Sometimes Holiday pick up is confusing or not the day you would think they will pick up garbage

I like having the recycle included. It would be nice to have a green waste option.

Hard to predict when trash and recycling bins will be picked up. Especially over holidays. Maybe post on website the areas and any changes or delays.

No problems.



I think there should be more recyclable items accepted.

its picked up

Recycling service

No problems

no issues

would like to see more recycling options

If garbage spills out they just leave it or drag it along the street. I haven’t had this problem but my neighbors up and down the street have.

Pick ups are timely and efficient

Trash and recycling gets picked up in a timely manner.

I haven't had any problems :)

Recycling should be weekly.

They come at a consistent time and seem careful and efficient.

It don’t stink and up close down hill
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Q25 - How would you rate the quality of the streets in South Ogden?

 Excellent  Good  Average  Poor  Terrible

26%, 58
Good

41%, 93
Average

24%, 53
Poor

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 Excellent 4.89% 11

2 Good 25.78% 58

3 Average 41.33% 93

4 Poor 23.56% 53

5 Terrible 4.44% 10

225



Q26 - What factors influenced your rating?

What factors influenced your rating?

There are some streets that are filled with potholes and are really rough to drive on.

Bumpy rides

Some are falling apart and shouldnt allow street parking in areas where it makes driving difficult (ex. Country club dr)

So many potholes and “snakes” where they just fill a crack all the way along with tar. I wish we could afford to redo all the streets but I know that’s
costly.

I can't push my child's stroller on my own street because the road is so crumbled away that the wheels get stuck. It's sickening to see that some roads
are perfect (aka the mayor's street) and some are hazardous.

There is always construction going on

Some of the streets don't have sidewalks.

Normal wear and tear but overall great

Fixing 1050.

Lots of cracks, pot holes, etc.

POT HOLES EVERYWHERE!!!!! We've asked for repairs/repavement. No go.

I would love more sidewalks, but the roads seem pretty typical of a city with the weather we have. In the winter we don't get plowed very quickly or
regularly, even though we are a fairly busy road.

Much needs to be done. Jefferson from 43rd to 4800 South is beyond needing drastic repair. The sooner you start the better.

The city monthly city has doubled in twelve years and our streets look horrible. Where is the money going?

Many need repair

Potholes and crumbling asphalt

Ridgeline Drive in my neighborhood needs more than just patching every year. We have to dodge many potholes every winter.

Many roads are in bad shape, and it takes way too long before they are repaired.

My neighborhood has a lot of potholes and crappy streets. I'm reminded of it every morning on my way to work.

Way too many pot holes on small side streets

Poly holes. Our street was just redone and is very good



The newer part of south Ogden is well maintained and the older part doesn’t seem to be a priority

getting better than a few years ago.

Many streets in need of repair still

Some areas need some work, hopefully the new tax will help with this.

A few of the roads could use some improvements, pot holes & large bumps

My streets in my neighborhood are sixteen years old and I have a couple of cracks that are in front of my house that are about 3 inches wide.

Many are pretty rough and patches on patches

Areas with large potholes, roads falling apart

The upkeep is pretty good and we have had several new surfaces put in.

Many streets need big repairs

Holes

they are bumpy, patched, uneven and miserable to drive on

There are some potholes that go quite a while without being addressed. Additionally, my street (Ben Lomond Ave) has natural springs underneath that
cause quite an uneven surface at about the 800 block. I know there are a lot of repairs to make, so I just drive around problems until they're made.

There road conditions in this city are deplorable. There are potholes, cracks, or repair snakes in the majority of roads

They have been neglected. Regular asphalt maintenance would have alleviated all the expensive asphalt work we need to do.

proactive maintenance

too much trash

we have a lot of rough roads around the jefferson area

Still pot holes and uneven streets.

I have recurring sink hole in from on my house every year.

There are some good ones and some bad ones, but I understand the worse ones are on a list to be repaired soon.

Streets in my neighborhood are in disrepair. 4400 and 900 east

Potholes, washboard

Pot holes but overall pretty good.



Some of the older roads are bumpy

I have a huge pot hole at the end of my driveway that is just looked past every year. other cities maintain ALL their roads not just the roads most
traveled

seem the same as ogden streets

A lot of streets need repairs

Some streets are getting fixed and I appreciate that however the time in which these companies have taken to do so is rediculous and hurting business

Most are in great shape

Road conditions

Many streets are in need of maintenance.

The broken up road surfaces.

Repairs needed

Need improvements

Pot holes and they will not sweep our cul-de -sac

Our neighborhood a few years back had beautifully well laid asphalt put on all its roads, THEN you came and put a rough gravel topper over it. It got
onto everyones lawns and we constantly had to clean it up and it looks ugly and it still has cracks and problems that they haphazardly filled in with tar
or whatever is used. It looks terrible. Don't ever top off with gravel in a neighborhood again!!!

Now that 40th and Chimes View have been re-paved, the roads are nice to drive on.

So many potholes.

My neighborhood streets have been patched for a decade, but really are in need of repaving at this point I feel.

lots of pot holes

Mostly well kept. Have been frustrated when repairs are done that they take an extremely long time to fix and also they are some roads here and there
that haven’t been fixed in years and just get little refills that do not last and make the road more rocky (like the older part of Cassie Dr).

The roads are horrible to drive on

Many need repaving

Some pot holes

Some streets are very well maintained, but many are in really bad shape. Not enough sidewalks, it makes me nervous to have to see so many kids and
people have to walk on the streets.



There is areas that need improvement and repairs and the 40th street project needs to be finished already. Fix the median issue with the bad design of
"ramps" that will cause an accident by launching a car wrong, get Monroe to 40th finished and open it all up for traffic.

Continuing improvements. Quick and effective response when we notice and report a pothole or other problems.

Falling apart

My neighborhood is in need of new pavement and other areas are a little rough.

Lots of potholes

Seems like the only roads getting any love are the main roads. The older neighborhoods seem to be neglected. There is only so much tar that can be
put into cracks.

Lots of bad streets- potholes etc, and lots of streets with no lines.

Utah winters are mortal enemies to concrete and asphalt. The streets seem to be better than in the recent past, but it is a never-ending battle that
cannot be won.

Some bumpy road here and there. Overall good condition.

Older neighborhoods roads in need of repair

Some good some not so good and sick and tired of the city taking the lowest bid and getting ripped off from the contractor who won't deliver what
they are promising. Is someone on payroll who is actually allowing this? Should we be spending more $ getting a fair contractor rather than one
scraping by cutting corners?

some are in need of repairs; most are good

Ridgeline drive is like a patchwork quilt. We have named it the “Road to Fallujah”.

Our weather will always make issues but streets around my house are maintained in winter and newly refinished.

Most are bumpy and as such control the speed like a speed bump would, but are all along the road so you don't have to slow down for a speed bump,
just drive slow because of the bumpy roads.

We were told our street would be repacked this year. Ran out of money. Josh Sole is doing his best but needs better financial support from mayor and
city council. As a kid all our roads got repaved every 4-5 years. Ours: “nada” in 30 years. Many other streets r neglected.

The past winter was very hard on the streets, and there's more damage than the City could repair over the summer.

Could use an extra cleaning, rocks and debris sometimes collect in gutter.

Rough bumpy back streets



There are many that need improving, that is no secret. I am also concerned that the new community being built on Wasatch only exits onto Wasatch.
And those exits are close to where that street gets congested anyway, where it intersects with Skyline. That area is going to become an absolute
nightmare when people move into that community. It will become much more dangerous, and it is an area that gets used especially to bring kids into
the area for Uintah Elementary, and where the school buses leave through and enter to go to South Ogden Junior High and Bonneville. So the times
when it will be most congested and most dangerous will be the times that we are moving children in and out of the neighborhood. This shows very
poor planning on the city's part. Skyline going from where it intersects with 89, going directly up the mountain to the big houses is huge, but the
streets that get used to go to the schools, and every other street out of the neighborhood that doesn't get used as much by those of us who aren't
millionaires are congested and not paid nearly as much attention to. Case in point, in 20 years Wasatch has never been fully painted, or sidewalks and
gutters put in. It is getting at least as much traffic as Skyline does, after where the Stake Center is. It is the street you have to take,or at least cross to
get out of the neighborhood. And, as I said before, it is the street that many people take to get to Uintah, and the street that the school buses take to
get to Skyline, Eastwood, and Combe. It has a large daycare center on it that gets a considerable amount of traffic in the morning, not to mention a
nursing home, whose ambulatory patients often use it to get some sun and exercise. For that matter, it is the street that the elderly people who live in
the senior citizens apartment complex use to walk their dogs. But it is also the poorest section of this neighborhood.

Several need repair

Street repair is dribble black substance in cracks, raise the street so the gutters are so deep ones vehicle scrape and bang. Sidewalks need
attendance.

Some need to be improved

Some streets, north of 40th street, need some work

some need work

some roads are bad and most are good

I understand the city is working on a plan to repave streets but boy there are still some that need some work in a patching job is not going to be
beneficial.

Potholes , cracks. The refinished Adams ave to 40th is almost as rough and uneven as it was to begin with

Some bumpy roads and potholes. Some roads were fixed this past summer

Some are good, some are poor

Several streets in need of repair.

Poor poor poor streets. Worst we’ve ever seen. South ogden used to be a nice place to live. It’s crap now! Roads are the worst in the state

Neglected repairs, major potholes. Does this also address snow removal? I live on a circle that is at the very end of all snow removal if it's ever removed
at all.

Some areas need to be fixed.

Many streets need repaving

Holes in the roads

The smaller (not main) streets are neglected.



Always potholes and problem areas that don't seem to be corrected in a timely manner. Do employees not live in the area or drive around on the road?
Do they not see the problems that residents have to deal with? Do they not do regular surveys of roads and conditions. Do they not look at upcoming
issues and correct before problems occur?

Seems like a fair amount of money is continually being spent to maintain our roads.

Too many streets are bumpy and in need of repair.

Some roads are in bad shape. The median on 40th is stupid and causes problems. Speeding on 40th is out of control!

Some are new. Some are terrible.

Overall the streets in the city are in great shape. There are a few streets that are nearing the end of lifespan.

Some are okay, but many are not

Seem like they are in good shape

kinda varies. there are good roads with potholes and nice smooth ones.

Too many roads with potholes or other declining road issues, many of which are in or near my neighborhood.

Potholes and missing chunks of pavement everywhere

More craters than the moon

most are good. but edgwood drive from glassman way to harrison is terrible, and we use it often. The one by the post office is not much better.

I know there is only so much money, but the streets in my neighborhood are terrible. They keep getting patched, but after a month or so they are
terrible again.

Many in need of repair.

chuck holes and other problems with roads are not repaired in a timely manner.

Ridgeline Drive could use some pot hole fixes and grading.

I know this is complained of a lot, but the streets are generally in good condition. I run in the mornings and so I do see streets in need of help,but overall
as good as they are anywhere

Generally, higher traffic streets are in good shape. Smaller streets through neighborhoods could use repair in many places.

Never had a problem

There are always pot holes in my neighborhood. They get bandaid fixes and then get worse the following year.

potholes, potholes , potholes, I know its expensive to repave

some rods are being improved.



Many streets, including mine, have been band-aided for too many years.

Good job

There is not a street I drive on that does not have issues, including 40th St. More than once have I stopped for a pedestrian in one of the new
crosswalks that are placed very inconveniently and traffic coming from the other direction just fly by. If the flashing lights work no one knows how to
use them.

Most are fine, however, going around the wreck of an intersection at Madison & 40th, 41st between madison & adams is really in need of repair.

Many potholes never get corrected. New 40th street enlargement caused a turn lane problem from Harrison north to turning west on 40th street. A
short turn lane ends up blocking one lane of traffic on Harrison.

Pot holes a taken care of.

Many streets are in need of repair and the root cause is that the City has not had a real road plan. It's as simple as that. Throwing money at pressing
needs and then repairing roads with whatever is leftover is not a responsible way to behave and it certainly is not planning. The City has had a list of
streets with projected estimated remaining life. That is not a plan. Again, the City need to understand what a plan is. A responsible plan would have
specific tasks, goal dates, funding sources, etc. A real plan would be integrated with appropriate officials' annual performance plans. I doubt any of
this exists in the City today. So while roads are improving, it is not due to improved maintenance so much as it is due to the increased tax burden that
residents are saddled with. Anyone can produce good results as long as all they have to do is reach deeper into someone else's pocket. There is still so
much waste and inefficiency in the City... and those wasted dollars COULD be funding improved roads.

Dirty gutters. Very little street sweeping. Glad to see more roads being repaired though. Much needed

Every street has cracks and potholes! Most are small potholes.

The repairs done to roads have been great. Most roads are well-maintained.

Took to long to complete 40th street project. Detours were not accurate, not easy to follow. Sometimes led to a dead end.

Some are good and others are rough

All lines need new paint. Can there be a light at Bonneville high school that works 7_9 and 1_4? Also ramps at 84 and 89 are terrible. That us probably
outside city limits but if you can advocate that would be great

They could use some work but 40th is nice now.

Roads seem in good repair and the city is repairing some near Chimney Hill. There is a large pot hole near the Ogden Athletic Club as you start up
Oakwood Drive.

They're not good nor bad.

Some streets need minor repairs

40th has finally been upgraded

A lot of potholes and in some cases they were patched only to reappear a year later.

Potholes and cracks and just plain poor roads



There are still many streets that require repair.

The roads are getting better. Some of the worst ones have been fixed.

potholes and fissures everywhere

We pay $5 a month, and yet there’s potholes and problems all over my neighborhood.

Roads need better servicing

Bumpy streets

I wish they would fix the dirt road

lots of newly resurfaced streets

40th street is finished! Hurray!!

Dips in roads.

Tuscan Estates was sold to homeowners with the understanding that the roads would eventually be maintained by the city

The main streets are all in good shape, but those in the older neighborhoods are rough and in need of some repair.

Speed limits are not enforced adequately.

I feel the city does a good job at keeping up the streets. Other cities are not as good as South Ogden.

Parking and snow plows not being able to plow the whole street due to parking on the streets.

Contacted Jason in Public Works over a year ago about the horrible and unsafe condition the sidewalk is in front of my residence on Ogden Ave. Noted
the problem and said hopefully would get funding to repair last year. Sidewalk is still broken and uneven thus not safe for pedestrians and certainly not
for people with a handicap. Contacted last Sept 2017.

They are getting better

Roads in really bad shape and in various states of disrepair

The streets are generally cleared in a timely manner in the winter--sometimes a little too close to the curb. Our mailbox got hit one day when there
wasn't much snow. Some of the repairs are still bumpy, but we are glad to have decent roads.

Potholes smooth roads in road construction love it
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Q39 - Click on the map region which contains the location of your home.

 



Q26 - What is your age

Under 18

18 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 - 74

75 - 84

85 or older

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Showing rows 1 - 10 of 10

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Under 18 0.00% 0

2 18 - 24 0.00% 0

3 25 - 34 13.08% 28

4 35 - 44 28.97% 62

5 45 - 54 19.63% 42

6 55 - 64 17.29% 37

7 65 - 74 14.95% 32

8 75 - 84 5.14% 11

9 85 or older 0.93% 2

214



Q27 - What is your ethnic background?

White

Black or African
American

American Indian
or Alaska Native

Asian

Native Hawaiian
or Pacific

Islander

Other

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

# Field Choice Count

1 White 90.91% 190

2 Black or African American 0.96% 2

3 American Indian or Alaska Native 0.00% 0

4 Asian 1.44% 3

5 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 0.00% 0

6 Other 6.70% 14

209



Q28 - What is your highest level of education?

Less than high
school

High school graduate

Some college

2 year degree

4 year degree

Professional degree

Doctorate

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Less than high school 0.47% 1

2 High school graduate 6.16% 13

3 Some college 22.27% 47

4 2 year degree 12.32% 26

5 4 year degree 34.12% 72

6 Professional degree 18.96% 40

7 Doctorate 5.69% 12

211



Q37 - What is your household annual income?

Less than $10,000

$10,000 - $19,999

$20,000 - $29,999

$30,000 - $39,999

$40,000 - $49,999

$50,000 - $59,999

$60,000 - $69,999

$70,000 - $79,999

$80,000 - $89,999

$90,000 - $99,999

$100,000 - $149,999

More than $150,000

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your household annual income? 43.00 53.00 49.69 2.60 6.78 180

# Field Choice Count

1 Less than $10,000 0.00% 0

2 $10,000 - $19,999 1.67% 3

3 $20,000 - $29,999 2.78% 5

4 $30,000 - $39,999 4.44% 8

5 $40,000 - $49,999 2.22% 4



Showing rows 1 - 13 of 13

6 $50,000 - $59,999 10.00% 18

7 $60,000 - $69,999 11.67% 21

8 $70,000 - $79,999 10.00% 18

9 $80,000 - $89,999 12.78% 23

10 $90,000 - $99,999 8.89% 16

11 $100,000 - $149,999 23.33% 42

12 More than $150,000 12.22% 22

180



Q35 - How are you most likely to stay informed with what is happening in South Ogden

City?

Under 18 18 - 24 25 - 34 35 - 44 45 - 54 55 - 64 65 - 74 75 - 84 85 or older
0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

80.00%

90.00%

100.00%

Council Meetings Information in the City Newsletter Information on the City Website I follow South Ogden on Facebook
I follow South Ogden on Twitter Other

Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

# Field Choice Count

1 Council Meetings 3.70% 11

2 Information in the City Newsletter 60.94% 181

3 Information on the City Website 15.82% 47

4 I follow South Ogden on Facebook 12.46% 37

5 I follow South Ogden on Twitter 1.68% 5

6 Other 5.39% 16

297



Q40 - If you were in charge, what would you change about South Ogden?

If you were in charge, what would you change about South Ogden?

I would cut the pension program for those who work for the city. I believe if the salaries are taken away, people would be motivated to run for city
council and mayor to better the city without having ulterior motives, and hopes for pensions - that we pay for.

Honoring past zoning decisions rather than play as you go.

More community events and improve the parks

First thing: paint over that god awful cartoony graffiti on the water tanks. Just make them the color of the surrounding dirt so you don’t notice them.
Just like it used to be before they got all mucked up. I like the new design for website and letterhead, but please not on the water tanks. Ugh! Such an
eye sore. Second thing: have someone proof the newsletter before printing. It’s really clumsy to read and often contains typos.

Fix. The. Roads.

At this time, nothing. The city is great to live in. ALL of our departments in South Ogden city are great. Thank you!

More shopping locations.

Fix the streets and work harder to get yards cleaned up. Make the city a more visually appealing place to live.

Well, I wouldn't get rid of the Senior Center or the playground... but really, I would work more on community outreach to make sure that I was well
informed of the community's needs and wants before making major decisions for the community. Give more time and more transparency. Seek out
opinions in multiple ways - seniors are never going to see this survey. I do appreciate the opportunity to complete- and I'd like to thank Councilwoman
Stewart for bringing it to my attention.

The 4th of July celebration at Friendship park each year. It is too expensive for the average family. Something lower key. We shouldn't be trying to
create a second Lagoon Amusement Park. When I have gone (years ago) I never met any of my South Ogden neighbors. It seems to me most of the
people come from outside South Ogden. The locals are too smart, don't want the noise or the expensive costs involved with paying rip off vendors for
junk and novelties. Your 4th of July committee can and should do better.

There has been two much development within this small area and we are concerned about the development up keep. Many business buildings are
vacant and have been for 5 puls years now. Housing is over taken the area and yet buildings are empty and roads and city maintence have been
lacking.

Can't think of anything

More restaurants, bike paths/lanes. And would like to have bees...

I wouldn't have let the park at Marlon Hills go to waste and become a blight in the community. But since that is what has happened, I would make
create something for the community to enjoy like a new park, tennis courts, soccer fields, a rec center, something like that.

Communication, website is horribly outdated and unreliable for current information. I would ask the individuals what they need. My streets are terrible
as I stated before, sink holes which are now flooded and take days to dry out. But millions is spent on main streets. We are always last for everything,
but we pay our taxes just like the rest. The side streets need work for a change.

Roads

I would’ve put the library closer to 40th not next to neighborhoods where every kid has an iPhone 10 and I would put the parade on 40th street where it
always was . Other than that, love everything



tell the people to be friendly to their neighbors!

community pool!!

I do not know that I would change anything, just make sure that my decisions were the best for everyone involved.

Not allowing public works employees to drive South Ogden city trucks home and for personal use

Focus on attracting quality businesses, work to lower costs to do business, - live in south Ogden work in south Ogden discount on taxes, licenses and
such. Support local businesses with community events that feature business, buy it in south Ogden education to residents, taste of south Ogden etc

Quit raising taxes and fees, find better ways to use resources

Couldn't read the street map so unable to mark the spot. Prepare and follow a budget, stop spending on the unnecessary. Stop building dense housing
units that cause higher traffic, more crime, more low income and don't contribute financially to the city.

Doing well overall. Property taxes too high. More businesses to lower that burden.

improve trade education and empower working class to improve technical skills

Nada

The cost of living and housing.

Allow people to turn left off of 40th street into south Madison Ave (where there is a turn lane set up but blocked off). Re-line 40th/Chimes where it
meets Riverdale so that the right lane splits instead of the left one.

Incentivize more qualified police officers to work in our city, and keep up our parks. I would also like to see a change in the statutes for having chickens.
People should be allowed to have chickens for egg production.

Bring the once a week dog park back to Glassman. It was a great event and brought neighbors together. It was very disappointing to see it restricted.

roads

beautify Glasmann Way

More business support and hire a different road construction company.

Unsure. Don’t know all the issues

Beautification, especially at busy entrances to city, along roads around city and where there is obviously a need of improved beautification. I.E.,
improve the 'eye appeal' of South Ogden City.

Much better growth and business planning

Needs more affordable housing

Improve the parks



Is Jeff Barfuss still around. That dude treated us like garbage back in the day. No ill will towards him. Just speaking the truth

I would spend some time looking and the older sections to improve the streets. And quit adding taxes to the poorer section. If we are paying the taxes
give us the benefits also.

Enforce people to take care of their yards. Clean up trash, spray for weeds, mow your lawn, rake your leaves, pine needles & pine cones, Shovel your
snow. Cut your freaking tree branches over the sidewalk. One should be able to walk around the block and never have to duck or walk off the sidewalk.
There are some damn lazy people who have no idea what to do with a yard. They should have bought a condo or hire someone to do their yard work for
them. It brings down the general look of our neighborhoods and it actually brings down our property values. Do you know how hard it is to keep weeds
out of your lawn when each neighbor you have never, ever sprays for them or picks them? I am surrounded by dandelions, morning glory, & some crazy
grass that has a firework looking seed top. I have lived here 25 years and when I moved in you could say it was a nice neighborhood. Now, barring my
house and a few other, it looks like crap. Some enforcement would be nice. Hell, have each new move in take a class on what is expected. Teach them
how to do it or offer services they can pay to have it done. Do something.

Allow chickens, put in a stoplight at 40th and Madison

Not much - I really like it

Just continue to work to bring in quality businesses and make all areas of the city as nice and well maintained as possible.

More Money towards Streets and Law Enforcement

I would get more digital and send out surveys for the local issues to get everyone's voice as most will not show up at meetings.

I live on Burch Creek Hollow and there are neighbors on both sides of us who have allowed their property to deteriorate. Broken windows, car up on
jacks in the driveway, debris, dead lawns, etc. What can be done about this?

Letting food trucks have permits

It’s appearance

Code enforcement...these laws, codes and ordinances are in place for a reason and they should be upheld with all residents in order to keep South
Ogden a beautiful, safe and desirable place to live.

The lack of sidewalks in areas and more visible celebration of diversity

Nothing. Continue present management efforts.

The landlord policy

Not much. Maybe a little step up on crime prevention, but it’s a friendly place and our council members and mayors have been responsive to citizens
and act and behave professionally. Great place to live!

Make most of the money we already have, more police and public safety, improve parks and recreation

Do something with the park at MarLon. Build a recreation center or splash pad with park and pickle ball courts. Get rid of the carnival. The one that has
come the last few years is a waste of money. The carnival is fun but it needs to be from a different company. Friendship park needs to be utilized
differently. Parking is a joke and is too busy.

Decrease speed limits, add one of those overhead flashing yellow lights that say “prepare to stop” at the light at sunset drive and 89. (Cars go way too
fast around there).



Be more wary and respectful of fees and taxes. Ensure that budget priorities are addressed first- essential services (police, fire, roads) then programs
that benefit all (parks, beautification). Programs and facilities that benefit few (South Ogden Days, gymnasiums, recreational teams) need to be very
carefully examined. If they can't support themselves, they shouldn't come out of the budget. We especially shouldn't raise fees or taxes for all while
that money is going to benefit non-essential programs for a few.

More sidewalks.

Roads and taxes

Better bidding process and holding contractors accountable for not completing their work as promised.

cut waste; reduce or eliminate unneeded programs while maintaining or enhancing needed ones

Find ways to reduce fees to residents not continue increasing them.

Fix the roads

More events for residents

Leave 40th street park alone

We would have a community aquatic center and programs for children and adults with disabilities. We would have programs that would bring people
in. We would have more restaurants and shops so that people would come in to the city to spend money, not just to use their health insurance.

Less construction

It’s true SO is spread out and cut up but SO needs to be more transparent and communication must be paramount when the interest deals in bringing
more revenues into the boundaries of SO.

Improve streets, and overhaul the recreation department, make the best in the state.

Taking care of both rich and poor neighborhoods as equally as possible

turn the light on Washington and 4600 to flashing yellow

I would make access to Birch Creek Elementary school greater by making Madison connect to 4500 south so parents do not have to go through the
church parking lot at 4380 Orchard Ave Not having a bottle neck at 4300 and Madison

I think the last 3 questions you asked should not be required

traffic needs. Recycling needs and green waste needs

Too many houses and not enough things to do

Get rid of some scumbags so my kids can play outside without having up worry about them, fix the streets

Nothing at this time.

I would improve roads, bring more decent retail and food places to the city. All our money goes out of the city. Sad!



Better planning with civil engineering that makes sense. Could we add green waste to the trash pickup?

Not able to say....

Active surveys of programs. Provide more services online to respond quickly to concerns and gather real time complaints or concerns.

Complete the old Marlon Hills park.

Actively promote and support green concepts and issues to residents regarding energy and pollution. Would require more landscaping/open/green
space when commercial property is being developed. More quality dining options in South Ogden, not fast food. Would love to see a major grocery
store with focus on organic food and produce, ie: Sprouts, Whole Foods, etc. Is there any progress or possibility for development of the old Hilltop
Bowling Alley property?

Be more fiscally responsible.

More sidewalks and street lights to make it more pedestrian-friendly. More city recreation and facilities like a pool.

Develop Butch Creek park with lighted pickle ball courts and skate park. Beautify the city. Make South Ogden stand out with light posts or banners-
holiday lights along Streets.

Roads, plus monitoring fireworks on nights before & after legal times

The Northern Utah Sexual Assult Nurse Examiners (NUSANE) would stay where it is. It is a very important organization. IT NEEDS TO BE ENDORSED
NOT REMOVED. Also the purple park at the Wasatch Christian academy would remain intact.

put a limit on new housing. need to preserve open spaces.

I would ensure that every tax dollar was spent in the most judicious way possible

My neighbors

more restaurants..diversity.

Eliminate the decorative islands on 40th street, install a traffic signal on 40th between Adams and Gramercy, divide the city into 4 or 5 different areas
and have city council so that each area is equally represented on the city council.

Improvement of corridors especially Washington blvd. Chimes view to 40th, Savers/Big Lots area, and generally to promote the older part of town as a
great place to start out or live.

Parks and better restaurants

I would continue to work to keep it a friendly, safe and thriving community.

More sidewalks especially around schools. Finish parks. Reasonable code enforcement that encourages people to keep their property nice.

Add a rec center for sure.

i would look for ways to lower the cost of being a resident in south ogden



Change the grass in Glassman Park to something more pleasing on the feet, do not allow panhandlers on street corners or at stores, do not allow anti-
American organizations to establish themselves in our community. Strictly enforce housing codes and parking rules. End forced recycling; let it stand
on its own. Hire or endorse a service that will take away large garbage items. Keep our streets in great shape and our public areas looking good to
represent our city.

Bring in more businesses. Some areas (e.g., near the Railroad Yard) and rather run-down and not very clean. Tourists want a CLEAN city.

Finish what you start in a timely manner. Give the same priority to ALL parts of South Ogden.

Do something about residents that are not taking care of property and breaking city ordinances.

(-: The intersection of Madison & 40th... i am there about once a week and it is dangerous, extremely inconvenient for Olive Hall, and needs to be
addressed, probably with a light.

A suggestion place on the newsletter for things mentioned for the good of the city. Basically a complaint box.

Lower city bill

LOL! You don't want to know.

More attention to quality of life here. Plant more trees. Keep streets clean. Empty/abandoned lots on busy streets unsightly. More beautification

I would have a devoted ordinance and code inspector to initiate a letter of violation. And in that letter state the follow up procedure. Then a timely
follow up by a person of authority or the police.

Safety measures and cleanliness

Lower monthly charges

There a rumors that the city is entertaining the idea of tearing down the senior center and rape crisis building. I understand they need a lot of work.

Seperate religion from politics. We making too many religious backed emotional decisions in voting that have nothing to do with be a successful govt

I/m not sure I know all of the issues well enough to make a call on that, other than some of the things I've mentioned, which are primarily in the area of
my residence. I think I put the dot on the map in the right place, but the map was quite blurry and difficult to read.

Property taxes.

Attempt to bring more business to the city

You've done an excellent job of upgrading 40th street. I appreciate the desert landscaping. However I worry/wonder who is going to be responsible for
the upkeep and what is going to happen to the vacant lots where houses used to be. They are littered with trash and weeds. Weed are so big and
bushy they cover the beautiful new sidewalks. Kind of defeats the purpose if you have to step off the sidewalk to walk around them. So perhaps the
council members should take a 4 block walk along the the 40th street sidewalk to observe broken glass, beer cans, discarded trees and rubbish thrown
in the lots, weeds growing in the median, waist high weed by the sidewalks. I would like to see an effort to continue to beautify the area - Would seem
important especially considering its across the street from city hall??

Make it easier to rent dumpster for spring cleaning.

I would gladly take over the finances and the budget. I feel there is a lot of waste. A ton of money could be saved by more careful budgeting of
taxpayers monies.



Can't think of anything.

nothing

I would never have allowed so many apartments and town homes to be built in such a small area where the traffic is already out of control. However,
since that's done, I would try very hard to reduce the tax burden on the citizens.

Green waste pickup Better roads Less money on South Ogden Days

Keep up the great work.

nothing

More community events I guess. Block parties would be fun

Road repair

The maintenance of parks and roads

More of the same with more visibility of city leaders out in the community.

In June of this year, South Ogden Police monitored the traffic on 5600 South between Harrison Blvd and 850 East. 35,000 cars traveled this road in a
one week period. 85% of these cars were speeding. I asked the police department to do something about it such as installing solar/radar sipped limit
signs, installing stop signs and crosswalk, and encouragement of traffic not to use this street S a thoroughfare. The only thing that has been done was
to park a broken down speed trailer on the street for a weekend and occasionally increase officer patrols. I was told South Ogden City does not have
the money or manpower to do anything else. South Ogden spends way too much time and money on South Ogden Days. I think the safety of my
grandchildren and neighbors is more important. Please reacces your priorities.

I would figure out what to do about the old bowling alley. It needs to be torn down or sold. It would be a nice place for an established brand restaurant.
But a medical office building would be more likely to happen. Perhaps Intermountain Health Care would be interested?

Ensure proper follow-up on topics or concerns when an individual contacts any member within the city council. Listen to people!!

Allow Tuscan estates to become part of the city because our taxpayer dollars are not going to maintain our streets

Pay qualified teachers more money to keep them in our district and make sure the children have air conditioning in every room--not just part of the
school.

I would give everybody bells and whistle’s I think they do a pretty good job in the past I have complained about certain things and they look couple
pieces of sidewalks that were Trip hazard where we walked on the Edgewood Drive I took a grinder and grind them off they’re good



Q38 - What other comments or insights would you like to share?

What other comments or insights would you like to share?

Keep up the good work.

I LOVE this area! Our friends love getting together at our house because it’s just such a great place. Close to mountains and we’ll planned out. No crazy
rediculous intersections like in Layton. I love it here.

Fix. The. Roads.

There has been a plan (apparently in limbo currently) to install a sidewalk on the south side of 45th Street to enable students to walk safely to Burch
Creek Elementary. There should be an audit of the foot traffic there before proceeding. I've watched on 2 separate occasions and no children have
been seen walking from Jefferson up 45th on school mornings in good weather.

Ranked choice voting would be wonderful.

None

The animal control services needs improvement. We own two dogs and lash enformance is not enforced. We help lost or stray dogs if needed and the
animal control has provide no help and and diapointing attitude. They are hard to get ahold of and when I can reach them they have never provided any
assistance when needed.

invite more bands to the south ogden days parade

N/A

It was hard to read anything on the map, so I'm not sure if I marked our location correctly.

Events and activities published in the newsletter. have

News letter is a waste of money. Online or ebill automatic payments.

I could not read the map to mark where my home is located.

Not sure if you can have an impact on this or not. Internet options (on Park Vista Drive) are horrible speed-wise. FYI-Fiber optic cables are installed at
the curb. 10mbps upload/3mbps download is as fast as it gets.

beautiful place. confusing what to do with marginalized drug addicted entrenched poverty

Can you please finish/fix/open the intersection of Madison and 40th?

Thank you for completing 40th!!

I don’t like the current traffic design southbound on highway 89 at skyline dr .far right lane should be forced to exit right ont skyline.i have seen lots of
racing from a red light to beat traffic and road rage as well.

Isn't that enough?

I dont know if I got the address right - there are no addresses on the map so I had to guess



Dont Build OR EXTEND DIANA STREET

Enforcement of established city ordinances

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.

Get the Burch creek park project started already. The hill of weeds, unmaintained land, and a growing concern for the safety of Burch creek
elementary kids because of the potential for another fire or winter accident with the curiosity of kids wanting to sneak in.

None.

Friendly and courteous in all city areas (parks, police, fire, etc.). Maybe city could help assist in helping citizens remove scrub oak or other fire hazards
that have overgrown over the years.

I think the police force in south Ogden is exceptional. They are always friendly, and don’t make me nervous that I’m going to get pulled over for
something trivial. I really appreciate that.

Keep up the good work

Thanks for making it as good as it is!

Movie night during south Ogden days usually stars very late due to talent show going over schedule. Maybe they could be different nights?

We love living in such a great city!

None

We have been PROMISED BY THE PROPER DEPARTMENT THAT THE ROAD FROM MONROE 4400 south east to Vista Drive would be fixed ASAP! Still
to date NOTHING!!!!! We have been lied to several times, we pay our taxes and people are pissed about this road not getting repaired web we were
promised. Maybe it’s because we don’t have a relative that works for the city! It’s bs

none

Enforce ordinances regarding messy properties

please see last questions comment.

none

Moving as soon as possible

Many people think the sidewalks are for decoration. I see more people walking in the street than on the side walk

The 40th Road update is great!

i love south ogden. I would like to see more emphasis on people taking better care of their homes and yards

None.



End of Report

Thanks!

Any updates on what is going on with the 40th St project, South side of 40th on Madison, Street lighting and what is going on with the property at the
old Marlon Hills, because it looks like a dump. Simple updates would be nice.

We absolutely love South Ogden.

It would be nice if Harrison Blvd, heading north at the Country Hills (4200S.) intersection, had 2 left lanes.

Give my regards to Matt & Russ (-:

I walk 8,000 steps a day. We need for residents to keep bushed and trees from partially or completely blocking the side walk. We also need better
sidewalk snow clearance. There should be an easy way to make the city aware of violaters.

There’s more to city life than the basic necessities. A lot of people complain about the lack of attention to improving the aesthetics of our potentially
beautiful city

Feel good about South Ogden and enjoy living here.

I like living here. I like the community events and parks.

South Ogden is a great place to live. It has a great many small communities within.

We enjoy South Ogden for the 4 years we've been here, keep in mind we moved from West Valley City.

none

None

your survey city map needs attention. Not sure I even found my neighborhood

On that map I could see so I don't think I click the right area of where I live. I am on 40th and madison

The taxes paid by residents of Tuscan Estates are more than enough to justify having city services for our roads

Please respond to my concerns.

I love living in South Ogden!

Address is 3631 Ogden Ave South Ogden 84403

We appreciate the city leaders who care about the community and have integrity. We have a great community.





FINANCE

2019 AND BEYOND

1/18/2019 Steve ‐ budget files ‐ 18‐19 budgt‐ FY 2019 
budget graphs ‐ council mtg 1‐15‐2019



Cindy ‐ Accounts Payable



Jeannine – City Treasurer



Leesa – City Recorder



Government Categories
General Gov.

Council 

Legal

Court

Administration 

Non‐Departmental

Elections 

Bldg. & Grounds 

Planning & Zoning

Public Safety

Police 

Fire 

Inspections

All Else

Streets 

Parks

Recreation

Transfers



$2,147,659 

$3,010,202 
$2,375,953 

$2,650,810 

General Government Expenditures

FY 2016 Actual
FY 2017 Actual
FY 2018 Actual
FY 2019 Budget



$4,688,950 

$4,712,779 $4,787,282 

$6,796,962 

Public Safety Expenditures

FY 2016 Actual
FY 2017 Actual
FY 2018 Actual
FY 2019 Budget



$3,059,416 

$3,103,789 

$3,568,582 

$6,635,792 

Everything Else Expenditures

FY 2016 Actual
FY 2017 Actual
FY 2018 Actual
FY 2019 Budget



December 31, 2018

• Revenue over expenditures = $583,879.58

– Continue to increase over next 3 months
• Police vehicles
• Street equipment & sidewalk projects
• Parks equipment, RAMP projects & Burch Creek



Budget vs. Actual 

• Items to consider in future budget amendment
– Grant monies moved to FY 2020

• RAMP & Outdoor Recreation 

– Fleet lease payment adjustments
– Surplus property sales



South Ogden City Vehicle & Equipment Lease Listing 

Quantity Type/Style/Model Department Estimated Price Price Paid Difference Date Paid

1 Ford ‐ F150 Police K‐9 $44,089.00 

2 1‐ton w/plow & sander Parks $145,430.00 

1 Big Mower 11' or greater Parks $61,915.00  $63,152.00  $1,237.00  8/27/2018

3 Grasshopper Parks $51,135.00  $51,135.00  $0.00  8/27/2018

1 Slope Mower Parks $28,241.00  $31,446.00  $3,205.00  10/22/2018

2 3‐ton w/plow & sander Streets $409,656.00 

1 Leafe Vac Streets $86,000.00 

1 Chipper Streets $40,366.00  $36,329.40  ($4,036.60) 8/27/2018

1 Backhoe Streets $97,800.00  $57,800.00  ($40,000.00) 8/27/2018

1 10 wheeler w/plow & sander Streets $229,270.00 

1 Loader Streets $159,392.00  $159,392.00  $0.00  1/7/2019

1 Ford F‐550 Storm $72,715.00 

1 SCBA filling station Fire $65,000.00  $55,846.00  ($9,154.00) 11/20/2019

1 SCBAs Fire $42,000.00  $50,154.00  $8,154.00  11/7/2018

2 Ford Explorer Interceptor Police   $63,688.00 

2 Ford Explorer Interceptor Police $72,016.00 

2 Patrol vehicles Police $67,250.00 

1 Ingersoll roller DD32 Streets $55,250.00  $51,900.00  ($3,350.00) 10/22/2018

1 Kubota  3600 L tractor Parks $51,000.00  $51,333.05  $333.05  1/7/2019

1 Bobcat utility vehicle (Kawasaki mule) Parks $9,543.00  $9,543.58  $0.58  9/26/2018

$1,851,756.00  $618,031.03  ($43,610.97)



$0

$500,000

$1,000,000
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$2,500,000

$3,000,000

$3,500,000

$4,000,000

FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

$2,389,825 
$2,588,766 

$2,675,042 
$2,832,667 

$2,952,876 
$3,139,344 

$3,356,968 
$3,517,398 

$1,891,887 

Sales Tax Historical Data
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FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

$2,087,771  $2,131,017  $2,083,626  $2,089,917  $2,108,144 
$2,165,559 

$2,696,387 

$1,376,468 

Real Property Tax Collections 



Strategic Goals & Objectives

• 1 – Streets
• 2 – Employee Compensation Plan/Philosophy
• 3 – Parks 
• 4 – Ambulance Fund



Street Funding (FY 2020 Est)

• $653,608 – class ‘c’ monies 
• $254,295 – prop 1 monies
• $508,800 – RIF monies
• $173,322 – 3% utility franchise fee (possibly)
• ($245,000) – class ‘c’ debt service
• $1,345,025 available for projects & repairs



Employee Compensation

• Plan & Philosophy
– Analyze info
– Adopt a plan of action 
– Implement plan of action



Parks – Burch Creek & Others
• Pay as you go vs. bonding options:
• $2,500,000 bond – 15 year or 20 year

– 15 year – debt service = $218,387
– 20 year – debt service = $181,003

• Dedicated revenue stream 
– $173,322+ from 3% utility franchise fee

• Unfunded debt service
– $45,065 versus $7,681

• Parameters resolution to come soon



Ambulance Fund

• Washington Terrace pulls out of consolidation
• $30,500 ‐ $42,700 /month of revenues
• Y‐T‐D ($123,414) in the red

– Revenues short $20,569 per month

• New ideas and new numbers 
– Options to entertain coming forth





 Fire Chief / Emergency Manager
 Cameron West

 Deputy Chief / Fire Marshal
 Rick Rasmussen

 Operations
 Captains
 Driver Operators
 Full time Firefighters
 Part time Firefighters

 Administration
 Kathy Anderson

















 Excellent reputation and working relationship 
with other departments throughout the area

 Positive perception throughout the community
 Strong shift unity
 Highly trained personnel eager to assist 

wherever possible
 First rate training programs



 Recruitment
 The workforce has changed, resulting in a lack of many 

qualified PT candidates
 The desire for PT fire jobs has decreased significantly. The new 

generation is not as willing to start at PT and work towards FT.

 Retention
 Loss of FT firefighters to other departments for reasons of 

advancement and increased benefits
 Loss of PT firefighters to other professions. This is a difficult job 

and requires a personal commitment. 

 Coverage
 Part-time staffing for minimum coverage is risky and ineffective. 

Staff from another department filling our part-time positions will 
be required to report there for overtime & for a major incident. 

 OT is required for minimum coverage, not just extra coverage. 



 Until we have FT staff to meet our minimum coverage requirement, our 
Department will continue to rely on waning support from PT staff to cover 
open shifts, sick call out, training, and special event requirements. 

 Fire Service in Northern Utah is impacted with the change in a work force 
not looking for PT work in the hopes of “earning” FT status. Potential 
candidates entering this type of work are required to be certified on entry. 
They are fully committed and are seeking an employer willing to commit to 
them with FT placement. 

 100% of our PT staff have FT employment at another fire agency; 
therefore, when there are mandatory staffing requirements they must 
respond to the FT employer. 

 Ever increasing public demand for professional, reliable, and prompt 
emergency service requires cooperative agreements and reciprocal 
coverage to meet the needs. 

 Call volumes continue to increase nationwide.



 Radios
 System upgrade to digital statewide within the next 

2-3 years
 Allows for Bluetooth capability with new SCBA 

masks

 Apparatus
 Ambulance
 Command vehicle







DEPARTMENTS
• Information Services

• Special Events

• Court

• Human Resources

• City Manager Projects 



COURT

Court Supervisor Elaine Burleigh, Clerk  Tristine Toyn, 
Part-time Clerk Shawn Young

Job Overview

• Court Functions

• Passports

• Utility Payments/Applications

• Building Permits

• Business Licenses

• Phone Calls

• Reservations

• Mail/Supplies 



COURT DEPARTMENT CONCERNS

• Need another full time clerk

- Open and staffed everyday       

- P/T Business Lic. Clerk      

- Limited cross training 

- Time off  



INFORMATION SERVICES

Information Services Manager Brian Minster

Job Overview

• Maintain 70 computers citywide ( 3 different locations)

• Maintain 41 Police Camera devices

• Manage 10 Servers

• Maintain 10 Network Switches

• Maintain 5 firewalls

• Maintain 82 City telephones

• Local Agency Security Officer for Utah Bureau of Criminal Investigations

• Forecast long term needs and act as liaison for acquisition.



PROJECTS ON THE RADAR FOR 2019

• Cell Phone Repeater for E.O.C.

• Building Security Cameras

• Finish Computer Replacements



SPECIAL EVENTS

Part-Time Coordinator Ember Herrick

South Ogden Events

• Social Media Stories

• S.O.B.A.

• Employee Appreciation Dinner

• Easter Egg Hunt

• South Ogden Days

• Veterans Memorial

• Old Fashioned Family Holiday



HUMAN RESOURCES 

Turnover

• 6 Full-time

• 36 Part-time

Finishing up compensation study

New Applicant Pro Tracking Software





Additions 2018

Maintenance of grass field area behind Burch Creek Elementary

Park Strips & Medians along 40th

Compound at City Hall (flower beds)

Improvements 2018

Nature Park Amphitheatre lighting & power 

Nature Park playgrounds surfacing & shade structures

Club Heights Dog Area improvements

Current Projects 2018‐19

South Junior High Restroom  50% complete

Soccer goals from RAMP funding

Parks



Issues 

Four of the five employees have  
changed

Vandalism – restrooms & tunnels

Bowery registration changes

Part‐time difficult to hire

2019 Projects & Needs

Playgrounds   $150,000 ‐ $400,000

Resurfacing Courts 40th ‐ $35,000

Burch Creek Park Development

Club  Heights Development

Club Heights Lights   (working with 
cell tower provider)

40th Detention Basin Construction  ‐
Park Improvements

40th Bowery $150,000

Restrooms $10,000‐$20,000

Main Point Landscaping     $28,000

40th Sprinklers  $85,000

PARKS



Programs 2019

Basketball K‐9th 359

Baseball & Softball   Per‐K – 9th 391

Tackle football   7‐14yrs 120

Flag football 75

Tennis  ‐ no instructor

Comp Basketball   110 Teams

Men's Basketball 15 teams

Women's Basketball 22 teams

Gym hours 751   (198 WBL)

Staffing & Officials becoming difficult to fill the 
needs

Possible Additions 2019

Youth soccer 3‐4yrs old

Pickle ball

Spike ball

Recreation
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2018

Upgraded the City Hall Software to be compatible with  changes

2019 Maintenance Needs

P.W. Remodel  $330,000.00‐$400,000.00

City Hall VAV repair & replacement $15,000.00

City Hall Control Valves  $16,000

BUILDING MAINTENANCE



2018 Building Permits Issued

Residential

New 180 unit apts/townhomes 7
New Homes 7
Remodels 8
Fire Renovations 4
Solar PV Systems 48
Miscellaneous 139

Total 213

Commercial 

Club House 1
Remodels 18
Miscellaneous 56

Total 74
Total Permits This Year. 287

INSPECTIONS
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SOUTH OGDEN POLICE DEPARTMENT 2018

Numbers include projections for December 2018 



EVALUATION

 Strengths
 Difficulties
 Opportunities
 Threats



STRENGTHS

 Employees working in the Community
 Elected Officials working with Department Heads
 Projects



STRENGTH:  EMPLOYEES AND COMMUNITY

 Employees are the 24 hours a day representation of 
the council to the public

 Employees are ‘where the rubber meets the road’ in 
public service and policy implementation, often under 
difficult circumstances

 The Police Department appreciates the strong public 
support for our officers and works to deserve it each 
day

 You have experienced officers who average 17 years 
experience





STRENGTH:  ELECTED OFFICIALS

 Decisions are made to allocate city resources to 
needs of the organization and wants of the public.  
Steve’s Money Tree.

 A Strategic Plan is used as a format for organizational 
planning and to be forward looking to the city’s 
needs.

 Examples Include:  Infrastructure, Capital 
Replacement, Staffing= salary adjustments, 
compensation survey, and bonus processes

 Department Heads provide information to assist 
elected officials in making informed choices, and 
implement the policy decisions of the council



STRENGTH:  PROJECTS
 Projects are both planned and spontaneous throughout the year

 School Resource, Capital Replacement, Animal Services/Adoptions, 
Angel Tree, Cookie With A COP, Burch Creek Reflections, 

Projects also include:  directed enforcement, condemning drug houses, threat 
targeting, investigations coordination, sex offender registry and home checks, less 
visible internal operational needs



DIFFICULTIES:  RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, COVERAGE

 Bailiff Position- one vacant for over a year recently 
filled, another is still vacant.  On duty officers cover.

 Loss of officers to other departments negatively 
effects service 

 One Police Officer position vacant for eight months
 Unemployment is at a 49 year low
 Patrol staffing ability- O.T., Detective case load- 40 vs 

25, Narcotics Investigations are limited- WMNSF
 Coverage- public’s perception vs operational 

capacity





11 MONTHS, 2018 CALL TYPE SUMMARY
 Arrests 781
 Assault 81
 Domestic Violence 151
 Drug Incidents 289
 DUI 57
 Fraud 71
 Larceny 81
 Mental Subjects 106
 Registered Sex Offenders 36
 Robbery 3
 Sex offenses against child 26
 Sex offender checks 114
 Vehicle Burglary 109
 Vehicle Theft 19





11 MONTHS, 2018 TO 4 YEAR AVERAGE

 Dispatched Calls = 12,636, +4%

 Officer Initiated = 6,219, +16%

 Arrests = 781, +15%

 Traffic Citations = 3,196, +15%

 DUI = 57, +46%

 Auto Accidents = 777, +45%



OPPORTUNITIES
 Employees take opportunities to engage our community businesses, schools, 

and other groups with training, scout tours, and public events
 Elected officials take opportunities dealing with employee recruitment and 

retention:  salary adjustments, and bonuses were implemented to that end
 A compensation study is underway to identify where we stand in, and how 

best to address, the highly competitive market for employees



THREATS:  DRUGS, WEAPONS, CRIME
 Drug abuse has grown in our city and society.  Heroin addiction 

and overdose are at all-time highs, as is the abuse of illicit drugs 
overall.  This results in more thefts, burglaries, assaults, and other 
crimes.  

 O.D. Deaths:  2002 = 10,000; 2017 = 72,000 a 620% increase



THREAT:  PERCEPTION.
WEEDS AND SEEDS VS GUNS AND DOPE



THREAT:  ANIMAL SERVICES

 People willing to foster animals until adopted have declined.  

 This is having major impacts on operations of the program.

 We are monitoring the situation.



THREATS:  RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, AND SERVICE

 Few individuals are interested in a law enforcement career

 Competing Departments continue recruiting officers, and other 
employees, from other agencies with aggressive compensation 
packages

 Those packages most often contain a pay scale, 401K contributions, 
sick leave pay out, education compensation, and insurance 
incentives

 Recruitment and retention difficulties are a threat to service delivery 
and safety in our community, 68% turnover in 4 years

 9 of 21 officers in the department are eligible to retire now, 2 more 
within a year~ replacement difficulties compound the threat

 Projected population growth in Utah will impact law enforcement 
services in the city, just as it will housing, transportation, schools, etc.



DISCUSSION



Water

Sewer

Streets

Storm Water



Water Accomplishments 2018
Water Projects 2018
• 4 PRV’S rebuilt  ‐ new valves &  fittings
• City Staff  ‐ saved $50,712.00
• Repaired roof vent ‐steel tanks to stay in 

compliance with State & Federal regulations
• Flushed Fire Hydrants throughout the  City
• Installed 8 new inserta valves to help maintain 

waterlines/repaired 1 slide on a valve
• Completed the EPA UCMR 4 water samples
• ( Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Rule) 

• Tested for 30  different Chemicals
• South  Ogden City has completed 1‐3 

UCMR samples as well
• 1 new water service line ‐ SOJH restroom

• City Main Breaks
• 9 repaired

• Service Leaks
• 6 replaced 

• Fire Hydrants
• 2 repaired 

• 1 replace with a new one



Water Goals 2018 & 2019

Radio Read Conversion:
• 357 radio reads installed
• 93% of the City connections on radio 
read
• 4862  connections out of 5205 
converted  (343)

2019 Goals

Install/replace water line on 4500 S. East 
of Monroe

Install/replace waterline on Oakwood & 
Crestwood

Upgrade SCADA 

Lead & Copper samples will need to be 
completed 2019(3 years)



PRV Repair 2018



Sewer Accomplishments 2018
Up Calls                          
• City responded to 9 calls  

• 2 ‐City’s main (roots)
• 7 ‐Homeowners  sewer laterals 

• Sewer Line Cleaning
• Cleaned Various Areas in the City
• 1st year of  the 4 year process – 3rd time through the City

• Contractor  cleaned 68,177 ft. of sewer line
• Cameraed 30,288ft. of sewer line
• Repaired/Fixed 4 problems found from video

• Manhole Inspections
• City crews inspected 1235 sewer manholes for problems and condition.  (Completed annually for insurance)



Sewer Goals 2019
• Continue sewer cleaning contract 

2018 was the first year of the 4 year cycle to
complete the whole City

• Sewer project 2019

Rebuild sewer from H‐Guy Child to 5450 S.

• Manhole inspections/repair as needed

• Repair trouble spots as needed



Street Accomplishments 2018
Public Works crews used:

160 gal of traffic paint  

176 tons of asphalt

53 tons of winter mix  

581 tons of salt 

66.28 tons of Ice Slicer  

Contracted the striping of the roads  (451 gal)  

Replaced 30 flags at the two high visibility crosswalks

Changed out or replaced 48 signs throughout the City
33 signs for 40th Street project

Completed two flashers for school zones



Street Accomplishments 2018

1050 E.  From Highway 89 to 5700 S.   $234,515.06
• 525 cubic yards removed 
• 1,100  tons of new asphalt
• 40 ‐ linear ft. of curb & gutter
• Reconstructed 2 manholes

Crack Sealing Various City Roads ‐ $27,270.00
• Approximately 5.72 miles
• Spot repair of 7,500 sq ft   $ 23,000.00



Street Accomplishments 2018
Street Lights Upgrade
• 24 lights replaced to outages

• 1 pole replaced due to accidents ‐metal  

• Warranty period started 10‐1‐13

• Ends 10‐1‐23

• 18 month warranty on labor  ended 4‐1‐15

• $140 per hour

$143 ‐$184     37watt  or 64 watt LEDS   $300

No longer make the Induction light  $500



Streets Goals 2018

Road Projects   
• 45th S. East of Monroe
• Oakwood  & Crestwood

Chip Seal/Slurry & Crack Seal ‐ $144525.00
• Various city streets  (70,500 sq yds)

Sidewalk annual repair $50,000.00

Street sign upgrade – $15,000.00
• Visibility & new logo
• MUTCD – Minimum Reflectivity Standards for 

Retro Reflective Signs



Storm Water Accomplishments & Goals 2018
Accomplishments

• Maintenance program – 2nd year of the program

• 2nd time going through the City

• Contract service to run lines(similar to sewer)

• 50,462 ft storm drain lines cleaned (9.5miles)

• Approximately 300 ft videoed

• Fixed a 2’ section  ‐Meadows Area , communication line had bored through 
the storm drain line

• 44th & Adams  repaired overflow

• Piped Burch Creek  at  Young Mazda Property $157,587.16

• Weber County Storm Water Coalition ($3250)

• 5th year with Coalition fee

• Public out reach compliance

• (Changes Coming 2019)

Goals

• 40th St detention basin (impact fees)

• Total project $769,500.00  (270,427.00 completed 2015)

45th S. East of Monroe  ( back yards)

Oakwood  storm line 

• Reline Birch Creek Hollow  between 4841 and 4831



Capital Outlay ‐Purchased
Streets
• Ten Wheeler (2004), $235,301.15 3‐1‐19
• Loader (2004) $159,392.00 12‐19‐18
• Ingersoll Roller DD2 $51,900.00 9‐17‐18
• Leaf  Vac $93,76.15 3‐1‐19
Chipper $36,329.40 8‐14‐19
Storm Drain  ‐
• Ford F550 4x4     $73,167.76 2‐15‐18
Parks
• Ford F550 4x4  (2) $152,.405.72 2‐15‐19
• Jacobsen 11’ Mower $63,152.00 9‐22‐18
• Grasshopper Mowers (3) $51,135.05 8‐22‐18
• Slope Mower $$31,446.65 10‐10‐18
• Kubota 3600 L Tractor $51,333.05 12‐19‐18
• Utility Vehicle (Mule) $9,543.58 9‐19‐18



Capital Outlay ‐ Purchased
Water –
• SCADA $150,000
• 2    3‐ton  (2004) $419,859.80      3‐1‐19
• Backhoe $97,800.00 8‐22‐18

Police‐

• Ford Explorer Inceptor (2)  $63,688.00 6‐19‐19

• Ford Explorer  (2) $72,016.00 6‐19‐19

• Patrol Vehicles   (2) $67,250.00 3‐1‐19

• Ford F150 $44,089.00 3‐1‐19

• Patrol Vehicles   (8) $269,000.00 3‐1‐19



Capital Outlay ‐ Leased
Police

• Ford Explorers   (3) $15,000.00 1‐15‐19

Fire

• Ford F150  $5,000.00 1‐14‐19

Public Works

• Ford F150             (3) $15,000.00 1‐15‐19



Capital Outlay Purchases 2018
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Truck Rodeo 2018



Continue improve efficiency of the City's fleet
• Exploring  options of different fuel types

Continue  & keep current with Ford Technician Training

Keep up with the Iworqs program

Fleet Goals 2019
Continue improve efficiency of the City's fleet
• Exploring  options of different fuel types

Continue  & keep current with Ford Technician Training

Keep up with the Iworqs program



Questions?
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1EFGFHIGJKL MNOPQFRFS TUVWXUVWYZ*[Y\]̂YZ*XU_*\UXY*UXàabcaàd̀èb -FfEFg*3hIRJEiJGEQERj*0QJi*gERLRLF*MERj*MNhiKEQ*JiS*LFQP*RLFOSFKESF*Ni*RLF*SFIEHFS*RJk*HJRF*lNHm2no) 3RFfF1EFGFHIGJKL TUpq*TUrs\>s\XY\ tuvwtv(tnx**MNOPQFRFS CyZUXYz\YZ*{U|*}Y\Y*sW*~9a�9bad~*Xs�YYX*{VX}*:s�W[V�ac9a�9bad~ ntt�d̀è� 0HFPJHF*JiS*PhGQEIL*HF�hEHFSiN�KFI*lNH*�HhRL*Ei*�JkJ�NiPHNKFII) 1FFIJ�JPFRJiNf 8XY�Y7VY�Y\|�U[} tuvwtv(tnx**MNOPQFRFS CyZUXYBY��V\YZ*Ws][Y|*{Y\Y*y���V|}Y|U[[s\ZVW�*Xs*|XUXY*�U{|̀ac9d�9bad~ ntt�d̀èe �NQS*PhGQEK*LFJHEi�*JiS*JSNPRRJk*HJRF*lNH*m2no) 3RFfF1EFGFHIGJKL TUpq*TUrs\>s\XY\ txvwnv(tnx**MNOPQFRFS CyZUXY>���V[*}YU\VW�*{U|*sW*~9a�9bad~*���Z�YX*yU||YZ*sW*~9de9bad~̀ac9a�9bad~ ntt�b̀d MNOPQFRF*J*KERj�gESFMQJIIvMNOP*JiS*�FiF�RI*3RhSj �Nh�*�JEQFj :sW|��XUWXqDYyU\X�YWX�YUZ|qA�y�srYY| n(vwnv(tnx**0JIR*�hF CyZUXY*db9db9bad~ �w�b̀d̀d MNQQFKR*�JQhFI*3hHfFj �Nh�*�JEQFj txvwnv(tnx**MNOPQFRFS CyZUXY�U��Y*8�\�Yr|*[s��Y[XYZ*UWZ|���VpYZ*Xs*X}Y*[sW|��XUWXa~9d�9bad~ ntt�b̀d̀b PHNfESF*RLF*KNhiKEQ*NP�NiI*JiSHFKNOOFiSJ�NiI*Ni*hPSJRFI*RNRLF*KERj�I*3JQJHj*�SOEiEIRHJ�Ni�hESFQEiFI*�EiKQhSF*J*fFI�i�GFiF�R*RN*FiKNhHJ�F*FOPQNjFFQNi�FfERj� �Nh�*�JEQFj n(vwnv(tnx**MNOPQFRFS CyZUXYdb9db9bad~MNiIhQRJiR*PHFIFiRFS*RLF*PQJi*RN*RLFKNhiKEQ*JiS*gEQQ*iNg*gNH�*RN*�FR* NGJhSERI*SNiF*JiS*¡NHRL*Nl*gNH�*lNHFJKL*PNIE�Ni)* ntt�
b̀d̀� KNhiKEQ*RN*OFFR*gERL*KNiIhQRJiRJiS*SFKESF*Ni*RLFEH*NfFHJQQKNOPFiIJ�Ni*PLEQNINPLj*lNH*RLFKERj �Nh�*�JEQFj :sW|��XUWX tnvwnv(tno* CyZUXYad9d~9badcMNhiKEQ*OFR*Ni*¢Ji)*n£*JiS*SEHFKRFSIRJ¤*RN*hIF*-EfFHSJQF*MERj*JI*NhHKNOPJHEINi*JiS*RN*KNOF*GJK�PHFPJHFS*RN*ILNg*LNg*3)*+�SFiKNOPJHFI*JiS*gLJR*ER*gNhQS*KNIR*lNH*3)+�SFi*RN*EOPQFOFiR*-EfFHSJQF¥I*PQJi)�R*RLJR*PNEiR*3)*+�SFi*KNhiKEQ*KJiSEIKhII*gJjI*RLFj*OJj*gJiR*RN*GFONHF*J�HFIIEfF*RLJi*-EfFHSJQF*RLHNh�LFERLFH*NH*GNRL*KNOPFiIJ�Ni*IjIRFOJiS*GFiF�RI)* ot�
b̀d̀e IRJ¤*JPPQj*KERj*SJRJ*RN*RLFKNhiKEQ¥I*KNOPFiIJ�NiPLEQNINPLj*JiS*PHFIFiR*ER*RN*RLFKNhiKEQ*lNH*HFgEFg) �Nh�*�JEQFj :sW|��XUWX tnvwnv(tno* CyZUXYad9d~9badc3RJ¤*gEQQ*PHFIFiR*SJRJ*RN*RLF*KNhiKEQNi*mFG)*t£*GJIFS*Ni*SEHFK�Ni*lHNO*RLFKNhiKEQ*JR*RLFEH*¢Ji)*n£*OFF�i�)* �£�
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)*+,-./012/3423/5+60,-25-0-45789:;<9=>?8@+A:9@;<>9;B; 8C@DE ED;8FE=D; GFD+G9>D FAG9>D; AE87ED;;
HIJIK4LMN+4OPQRLS+TUUVOWX+QXYROZUXQ[T\OQ+]+[TSTVNT̂ZLQL[MVT\WX+_PL̂XSLQX[+̀OV+MaXRLMN 4OPQRLS+b6TQT_XV Gcde+7fghijk=clmdhifli nobopbonqr+ Fstfiu nvwIJ 4OZUSXMXxyyyyqz)nnznnn*nnyyyyyLQVOT̂+ZTLQMXQTQRX+TQ̂LZUVOWXZXQM+UVO{XRM[L̂XQ\|X̂+̀OV+onqp+LQ+MaX1P[MTLQT}LSLMN+~STQ �OQ0Q̂XV[XQ ��ft+�ulmul qqb)nbonqp++~T[M+�PX Fstfiu+ q�vwIJIJ 4OZUSXMX+TQ+LQWXQMOVN+ÒUVO{XRM[+MaTM+YLSS+P\SL�X+MaX+xq*)LQ+MaX+ZO[M+X�RLXQM+YTN*�6LSSLQ_z+~PSWXVL�LQ_z+/X}PLŜ[z4aLU+1XTSz+4VTR�+1XTS� �OQ0Q̂XV[XQ ;�fluGcdehfmk�cm�+;dhhjk�fmcl�ullflk��ft+�ulmulk?�c��m nqb)qbonqr+ FstfiuJH<Jw<H�J�1\SS+YOV�LQ_+OQ+ROSSXR\Q_+̂TMT+OQ+MaXVOT̂[+MO+}X[M+P[X+MaX+ZOQXN+̀OV+VOT̂LZUOVWXZXQM[* �nvwIJIH 4OOV̂LQTMX+TSS+UVO{XRM[+YLMa+TSSP\SL\X[+LQWOSWX̂* �O[a+1PSSXN ;�fluGcdefhmk�fmcl��ullflk+�cl9ltu�mulk��ft+�ulmul n�b)nbonqr+ Fstfiu��<H�<H�J��aXQ+VOT̂+UVO{XRM[+TVX+̂XMXVZLQX̂ÒV+MaX+onqr+ROQ[MVPRLMOQ+[XT[OQz+4LMN[MT�+YLSS+ROQMTRM+MaX+PMSLS\X+ROZUTQN[MO+LQ̀OVZ+MaXZ+Ò+MaX+UVO{XRMX̂UVO{XRM[ nvwIJIw �L̂+TQ̂+4OQ[MVPR\OQ+Ò+UVO{XRM[T[+MaX+ZOQXN+}XROZX[+TUUVOWX̂MaVOP_aOPM+MaX+}P̂_XM+UVORX[[ 1aTQX�OP_ST[ �cm�+;dhhjk�cl9ltu�mulk�fmcl��ullflk��ft+�ulmul n�b)nbonqr+ Fstfiu nvwIH 4OZUSXMX+~aT[X+,+Ò+MaX+�PVRa4VXX�+~TV�+6T[MXV+~STQ �OQ0Q̂XV[XQ �f��+�hfmg�k��ft+�ulmulk=gij+=cdl�ghk�glfl�gfhEumcd��um+gl��J� npb)qbonqr+ Fstfiu+ q�vwIHIJ �XMTLSX̂+̂X[L_Q+Ò+TSS+UaT[X[+ÒMaX+LZUVOWXZXQM+UVO{XRM �OQ0Q̂XV[XQ �f��+�fhmg�k;�fluGcdehfmk��ft+�ulmul nqb)qbonqr+ FstfiuJH<Jw<H�J�4PVVXQMSN+YOV�LQ_+OQ+|QTSL�LQ_+MaXUVO{XRM+MO+_XM+VXT̂N+MO+}L̂+XTVSN+LQonqr �nv
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)*+*,*,-./01232451146788.9:/2;35<.;4=7843>20?.@2934.:3 A>5;2B.:C15D EFGHGIJKLJGMNOKP4QORLSTMUKOI4EJGLJG VWXVYXWVZ[4 \]IÔJ V_)*+*+ -.;D3?:9<.;4.̀40>5D24Z4.̀43>2=:?9>4-?22a4b5?a4c5D32?4b15; d.;e;82?D2; fgOGJhFijROLMNOKP4QORLSTMUKOI4EJGLJG VYXkZXWVZ[4 \]IÔJ V_)*+*)b?205?245;84D:6/734lecb4C?5;35001795<.;4̀.?4WVZ[43.49./012325140>5D2D4.̀43>2405?am412DD40>5D2no -.:;9714Xc5;5C2? NOKP4QROLSTM ZWXkZXWVZY44b5D34B:2 \]IÔJ V_)*+*p A29:?24q;5;97;C43.46.;84̀.?43>22;<?240?.@293 A32r2s7262?D659> NOt VWXWYXWVZ[4 \]IÔJ V_)*) -./012324c5D32?4b15;4̀.?4-1:6u27C>3D4b5?a d.;e;82?D2; NOKP4QROLSTMvŜw4vFiGTSR VxXkVXWVZ[4 \]IÔJ4 xk_)*)*, -./0123243>243?5;D59<.;4.̀43>20?.02?3ym4B2D7C;454̀:;9<.;514:D2.̀43>24?2/57;7;C45?254̀.?43>2-.//:;73y A>5;2B.:C15D NOKP4QORLSTMUKOI4EJGLJGMNOt4hSzFGMEFGHGIJKLJG V{XkZXWVZY44-./012328 \]IÔJ,+|,,|+},~�A��D40:?9>5D24.̀4500?.��4k459?2D4.̀0?.02?3y4�5D49./01232847;4�.r2/62?�A35�47D4;.�4�.?a7;C43.482D7C;45/5D32?4015;4̀.?43>24?2/57;7;C4Z�{59?2D� ZVV_)*)*,*,-./012324548235712882D7C;4.̀43>245?25 A>5;2B.:C15D NOKP4QORLSTMUKOI4EJGLJGMEFGHGIJKLJGMNOt4hSzFGMNOwFK4�v�ŵ4vFiGTSR ZZXkVXWVZY44b5D34B:2 \]IÔJ V_
)*)*+ A22a4�:;87;C4�0<.;D43.8232?/7;24549.;D3?:9<.;D9>28:12 A>5;2B.:C15D NOKP4QORLSTMUKOI4EJGLJGMEFGHGIJKLJGMNOt4hSzFGMNOwFK4�vŜw4vFiGTSR VWXWYXWVZ[4

\]IÔJ,+|,,|+},~-.:;971487?293284D35�43.4/.r24̀.?�5?87;40?205?7;C43.46.;84̀.?43>24=:?9>-?22a4b5?a47/0?.r2/2;3D4̀.?4WVZ[�A35�4>5D4?29.//2;82843>534D./24.̀3>240?.9228D4̀?./43>24�-u40?.02?3ye�B40.DD761y4D./246.;840?.9228D462:D2843.49./0123243>24-1:64u27C>3Db5?a482D7C;45;847/0?.r2/2;340?.@293� W�_)*p �085324-5073514�59717<2Dc5D32?4b15;D d.;e;82?D2; UKOI4EJGLJG ZWXkZXWVZY44b5D34B:2 \]IÔJ4 W�_
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)*+,-./.01-+2,3,4.50,/6789:;<9=>?8@+A:9@;<>9;B; 8C@DE ED;8FE=D; GFD+G9>D FAG9>D; AE87ED;;

HIJIK -LMNOM+PLQRMSO+TUVO+WQL+NTT+XYZ[VO\NO+\N]M+-NPUONT+XNSUTÛMV+5TNZV* _QZZ̀[MLVMZ ;abcdGefghbijkbieclmdccbcjkeia+;fhhnjlmbo+kdcidc pqrsprqtpu++5NVO+2YM FvobwdxK<Ky<zxK{|NOML+PTNZ+UV+LMN[}+WQL+SQYZSUTNPPLQ]NT+QZ+XM~*+�+NZ[+O\M+5NL�V+�UTT~M+LMN[}+WQL+SQYZSUT+NPPLQ]NT+NO+�LVO�MM̂Z�+UZ+0NL*+qtp�*+.O\ML+PTNZV+�UTTWQTTQ�*+ q��HIJIKIK2MOML�UZM+UW+O\MPLQRMSOV+NLM+U�PNSO+WMMMTU�U~TM �\NZM2QY�TNV lmbo+kdcidcjkec9codmidc tprsprqtp�+ FvobwdKz<KH<zxKyGfm�cg+wad+vme�ddi+e�+d�fbhf�cg+wadvme�d�wi+wad+=�wn+Dcg�cddm+��hhodwdm��cd+�a��a+vme�d�wi+bmd+��vb�w�dd+dh�g��hdI q��HIJIKIz�N]M+O\M+PTNZV+LMN[}WQL+5Y~TUS+�MNLUZ��LM]UM�+NZ[+NPPLQ]NT+~}O\M+0N}QL+�+-UO}-QYZSUT* _QZZ̀[MLVMZ ;abcdGefghbijkbieclmdccbcjkeia+;fhhnjlmbo+kdcidc t)rstrqtp�+ FvobwdxK<Ky<zxK{Cbwdm+vhbc+�i+mdbon+�em+�efc��h+bvvme�bhec+�d�I+�+bco+wad+Abm�i+��hh+�d+mdbon�em+�efc��h+bvvme�bh+bw+�miw+�dd�cg+�c�bmI+zxK{I+8wadm+vhbci+��hh+�ehhe�I+ q��
JIK -Q�PTMOM+NZ+,SQZQ�US2M]MTQP�MZO+�OLNOM�}+WQL�QYO\+.�[MZ+-UO} -QYZSUT+r0NZN�ML 9ob��dcihdnjlmdcw+;wmbwdj?cofiwmnD�vdmwij�bnemAemwdm t)rstrqtpu++5NVO+2YM Fvobwd+KK<K�<zxK�,[S�ON\+\NV+SQ��U�M[+OQ+SQ�PTM̂Z�NZ+,2+�OLNOM�}+WQL+�*+.�[MZ+~}+2MS*+sp�qtp�* �t�

JIKIK2M]MTQP+NZ+MSQZQ�US[M]MTQP�MZO�+[NON�[LU]MZ�+[NON�VYPPQLOM[+WQSYV* -QYZSUT+r0NZN�ML do�Fwbaj=e��� dd�d��dmi pqrsprqtpu++5NVO+2YM FvobwdxK<Ky<zxK{�*+.�[MZ+LMSMU]M[+N+�LNZO+WLQ�M[S�ON\+WQL+¡)�ttt+OQ+\MTP+YV+PYOOQ�MO\ML+NZ+,2+5TNZ*+6\UV+�LNZOLM¢YULMV+N+�t+PMLSMZO+£¡)�ttt¤+TQSNT�NOS\*+�ON¥+ZMM[V+OQ+PLMPNLM+NZ+¦X5OQ+VQTUSUO+PTNZZUZ�+NVVUVONZSM+WLQ�+N¢YNTU�M[+�L�+OQ+\MTP+YV+PYO+QYL+PTNZOQ�MO\ML*+ �t�
JIKIz2M]MTQP+LMTN̂QZV\UPV+�UO\N�MZSUMV+£PY~TUS+NZ[rQL+PLU]NOM¤O\NO+SNZ+NVVUVO+YV+�UO\+QYL+,2M¥QLOV* -QYZSUT+r0NZN�ML do�Fwbaj=efc��hj�e��� dd t�rsprqtpu++5NVO+2YM FvobwdKK<K�<zxK�-UO}+\NV+[M]MTQPM[+LMTN̂QZV\UPV+�UO\§-̈-�+��+2M]MTQP�MZO�+�L~NZ+4NZ[©LQYP�+|M~ML+-QYZO}+NZ[+|M~ML�S\QQT+2UVOLUSO+UZ+PLMPNLUZ�+WQLN[[ÛQZNT+LM[M]MTQP�MZO+PLQRMSOV+UZ�*+.�[MZ* t�
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)*+*,-./.012345365/.5718931:3;-122187<56793=67.=3>67?653@1<7?ABC.53D6E.E32812.879301F4G15H1>5.8=?62H3I1565BH3.7FEJE K1<5F603LM454B.8 NOLPNLQNRS33K1T20.7.C UVWXYZ+[\+]\[̂+_?̀.3F6793?4=3281/6C.C34306=731:3=./.521==6a0.3C./.0123122187<5G.=3=67.=7?81<B?1<737?.3F6793713.CFb74?E;CFb74?3>6003<=.37?.365:18T4G15345C65F1821847.37?.301F4G15=3657137?.F679c=3;-3@7847.B6F3d045E33 RNNe
)*[ -./.0123f<=65.==3d81T1G15g<6C.065.=3:1837?.3F679 ;Ta.8h.886Fi jklmn3oXpnqXrrZZ RQLPRLQNRS33d4=73-<. UVWXYZ3+[\+[\[̂+sh4/.3F15G5<.C3T157?093@Aft28.=.574G153/6C.1=345C35.>3a<=65.==12.565B3/6C.1=E33u53v1/.Ta.8345C-.F.Ta.831w.8.C3281T13/6C.137137?.>655.831:37?.3@Aft3C84>65B3:18d6554F0.3tFF1<5G5B345C3d48i3x45.y.>.089E33 zNe

)*[*+ {18i3>67?3|./6I.3713C./.01234@?123@1<7?3ABC.53d4B. ;Ta.8h.886Fi }Z~��Z NQLNRLQNRz3 UVWXYZ+[\+[\[̂+s-1<B3g460.936=3=.�5B3<2343T..G5B>67?37?.3K1<5F603653-.F3183y453C<865B7?.683>18i3=.==6153713B.73C68.FG153157?.3:<7<8.31:3@Aft345C3>?4737?.9>1<0C306i.3713=..3:1837?.35.>3@?12@1<7?3ABC.53>.a24B.E RNe
)*[*[ {18i3>67?3M4918345C3K1<5F60371C./.01234328171F103:183f<=65.==�6C.13@21706B?7 ;Ta.8h.886Fi oX�k�3X�W�kl���r N�LPRLQNRS33K1T20.7.C UVWXYZ��ZXYZW3�l���Z��3V�k�kml�WZr��Z�3�k�3~�WZk3�VkYr�m�Y���Y�3oX�k�3�k�YZ�3X�W3jklm�X�rZ�3�l�Z3X�W3�lr�3[̂+s3X�W�X~Z3�ZZ�3��VrZ�Z���m3��3Xrr~�WZk3VX��XmZ�3Y���3�Xrr*�̂\̂_\[̂+s RNNe
)*[*, {18i3>67?3T4918345C3K1<5F60371-./.0123a<=65.==3|6aa153K<�5Bd81F.C<8. ;Ta.8h.886Fi oX�k�3X�W�kl���r NSLPRLQNRS33K1T20.7.C UVWXYZ��ZXYZW3����k�3�l��m3V�k�kml�WZr��Z�3��Y�3oX�k�3�k�YZ�3X�Wjklm3�X�rZ�3�lr�3[̂+s3�kk�W��XYZW��Y�3�Z�Z�3��X��Z�3k��k��Z��Z3X�W3l�ZW3XY3okl�YX��jk�lY�3����k�3�l��m3X�W3��rr3�Zl�ZW3XY3�kl�m3oX�WX3����k��l��m3k�3�\+)*�̂\̂_\[̂+s RNNe
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()*)( +,-./0123/456,-/578/91264575:;-/2,/8;<;=,>/>-,?;8@-;A,-/B5?;C,,./D1<; EFC;-G;--1?. HIJKLM/NOPJHIQIRSL TUVWTVXTYZ//9,F>=;2;8
[\]IPS*̂_̂*_*̀ âb-57c1d,7;8/A-,F/=,7:/A,-F52B5?;C,,./D1<;c/2,/c3,-2;->-,A;cc1,75==6/;812;8/B5?;C,,./ecfD1<;cg//b3;/hi/A,?@c/2,/?,FF@71?52;C;j;-/0123/23;/>@C=1?/23;/c2-52;:1?:,5=c/,A/23;/?126/35c/c31k;8/A-,F/=1<;<18;,c/2,/F,-;/>-;f>-,8@?;8/<18;,cg/b31c/1c/23;/=1c2/2,/5cf=1<;/<18;,c/2,/852;lmBBG/n5.17:/9,F>;dd,7/h-,F,/ecfD1<;/o18;,456,-pc/mBBG/9,=,-17:/9,72;c2+177;-/B5?;C,,./ecfD1<;/o18;,/q?3;8@=;8l//456,-pc/93-1c2F5c4;cc5:;/2,/23;/9126/

YTTr

()*)s i;17<;72/qmne/2,/C;?,F;/F,-;@c;A@=/2,/C@c17;cc/,07;-c EFC;-G;--1?. tuvwxSxySLz YXVWYVXTYZ//h5c2/{@;
[\]IPS*̂_̂*_*̀ â{,@:/|51=;6/1c/c;}7:/@>/5/F;;d7:/A,-F;/2,/81c?@cc/-;17<;7d7:/qmne/012323;/9,@7?1=/17/{;?/,-/~57/8@-17:/23;1-0,-./c;cc1,7g//�/0,@=8/=1.;/2,/c31k/23;A,?@c/2,/?-;52;/F,-;/>-,F,/<18;,c/A,-q,@23/m:8;7/C@c17;cc;c/C;?5@c;/23;-;1c/172;-;c2/A-,F/C@c17;cc/,07;-c/03,?,F;/2,/qmne/578/;<;7/23,c;/23528,7p2/2317./qmne/1c/5/:,,8/@c;/,A/23;1-dF;/2,/8,/23;c;/>-,F,/<18;,cg//e>1?2@-;/1c/0,-23/Y�TTT/0,-8c/578/@c17:7;0/2;?37=,:6/2,/>-,F,2;5-;5/C@c17;cc;c/?,@=8/c;2/,@-/?1265>5-2/578/3;=>/5j-5?2/7;0/;?,7,F1?8;<;=,>F;72g//�2/5=c,/A,c2;-c/?-,ccf>-,F,d,7/,A/q,@23/m:8;7/9126/5cC@c17;cc;c/>,c2/23;/<18;,c/0;/>-,8@?;A,-/23;F/A,-/A-;;/,7/23;1-/,070;Cc12;c/578/c,?15=/F;815/>5:;cg//�2317./231c/1c/23;/C;c2/056/2,/c@>>,-2,@-/=,?5=/C@c17;cc;c/578/:-,0/,@-/25�C5c;g//

�Tr
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()*)+),-./01234567/829:3966/8;/2<92=580/8>1/5? @67/8A/88>;B CDEFGHI2JKCJFFHILH MNOPQORMQS22396TU/</1
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